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The Black Cat

And Union Fair Gets Under Way—So
Many Horses Some Are Sent To Windsor

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Formally accepting the Republi totalitarian powers,” he went on. was established and oonsolldated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
Making its debut flve weeks ; the berries before they are marketwas established ln 1835 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
can Presidential nomination before "We must arise to a new life of papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
earlier than has been the time- ed. Berries fresh from the fleld
a wildly cheering crowd in a circus- adventure and discovery. We (bust
honored custom, North Knox Fair will be cleaned and graded right
day setting. Wendell L. Willkie pro make a wider horizon for the hnbegan this morning an exposition there with the Rivers machines.
posed ln “dead earnest" today that man race. It is to that new life
which promises to outrank any This display and demonstrations
[EDITORIAL]
President Roosevelt meet him In that I pledge myself
thing in the Association’s 71 years will be In charge of Edward C. Cut
a series of public debates on major
"I promise, by returning to those
of existence and which will again ting of South Portland, formerly of
campaign issues.
IMPROVING WITH AGE
same American principles thai
Warren, a blueberry dealer, who has
Willkie said he favored some form overcame a German autocracy
been in the business for a number
The European War and the American campaign are tem
of selective military service as “the once before, both in business and
of years, and who will be able to
porarily thrust aside by many residents of Knox and con
only democratic way ln which to in war, to outdistance Hitler in
answer all questions concerning the
secure the trained and competent any contest he :bcoa»s in 1940 and
tiguous counties this week because of this business which we
cultivation of.the blueberry, as well
manpower we need for National after. "And I pro'i i: c that when
know as Union Fair. The North Knox Society last year at
as ln the preparing of It for the'
defense."
we beat him. we sliall o-at him
tained its “three score years and ten" age, but if anybody
market. The hours of the demon-1
He criticized the Administration's on our own tet air, in our own.
thinks that it is now living on “borrowed time" he should go
! strations will be announced, but the
foreign policy and asserted that American way.'
this week to the beautiful town which nestles at the head of
j exhibit, housed ln a tent on the
the President "has courted a war
“I am opposed to business mon
Seven Tree Pond, and witness the endless procession of motor
grounds will be open each day of
(By The Roving Reporter)
for which the Country la hopelessly opolies," he continued. “I believe
cars as they wend their way down into the valley and dis
| the four day fair program.
unprepared—and which it em ln collective bargaining by repre
I To make the picture more comcharge their cargo of pleasure-seeking humanity. As told by
phatically does not want.”
sentatives of labor's own free
' plete. Emil Rivers of Rockland, in
Away over ln Plymouth, N. H.,
She entered a local theatre not
our news story on this page the fair had for its feelers persons
Willkie made it plain he believes choice without interference and in
ventor and maunfacturer of the W. B. (Billy) Poster has been read long ago, wearing a Merry Widow
that the United States ls "not Iso full protection of those obvious
who rode in behind horses, over a comparatively small radius,
i Rivers cleaner and grader will loan ing in The Courier-Gazette about
lated from those suffering people rights."
and who seldom exceeded 3000 in number. Today with the
hat, the diameter of which must
hls flrst cleaner made In 1926, and auto number plates, so he. too, fell
of Europe." "No man can guaran
"I believe in the maintenance of
automobile for transportation the attendance is sometimes
the up-to-date, 1940 model, these to spying ’em. He saw two cars have been at least 2'4 feet. It was
tee peace.” he continued. "Peace is minimum standards of wages and
six times as large, and the entertainment has been increased
machines used widely ln Maine, pull away from the curbing ln his a beautiful hat and everybody duly
not something that a nation can of maximum standards for hours.
to correspond. Tlie fair is one of the largest and best ln the
and ln other States where the blue city tlie other day, and noted with admired it while waiting for the
achieve by itself. It also depends ' I believe that such standards
State, and ls this year presented at the height of the Summer
-berry is raised on a commercial interest that one was from Maine, pictures to begin. Of course she
upon what some other country should constantly improve.
season, which should make for a record attendance. The best
scale. Improvements on the ms- and the other from the Stale of
does."
"I believe in the Federal reguof luck to President Leonard and his gallant helpers.
chine over 14 years have been Washington—uniting the northern would remove it, for everybody dis
Although saying that “the Presi ' lation of interstate utilities, of semarked. The machines are painted tips of the United States rather cards headgear in the theatre in
dent's attacks on foreign powers i curities markets and of banking. I
THE MODERN VARIETY
!
a
bright blueberry blue.
closely as Bill expresses It. A day i this modern age. But she didn't
have been useless and dangerous " believe in Federal pensions, in adeThree types of pack will be shown. or two later he saw a car with a and those who undertook to occupy
Willkie added that “I trust I have | quate old-age benefits and ln un
We are gravely informed from Tulsa, Okla., that x-ray
Clarence Leonard, thf man at the I the blueberries used for canning. strange number plate. It was from
made It plain that In the defense employment allowances."
seats ln the row behind her quickly
treatment of baby chicks will produce “nude chickens." This
helm for North Knox Fair
the blueberries used for freezing, Prance.
of our American liberties, I should
He said the Government "has
moved to another part of the haU.
ls not surprising. The modern tendency is altogether that way.
and
the
blueberries
for
the
fresh
not hestltate to stand for war. But a responsibility to equalize the lot
And this embarrassing situation
Along
with
the
old
Rockland
find Union the temporary capital of pack, which are taken by truck each
like a great many other Americans of the farmer with that of the
LIBERAL IN PROMISES
I saw war at first hand in 1917. I manufacturer."
Knox County. This year the fair night to the Boston and New York newspapers above referred to T. obtained until the performance was
Ex-Gov. Louis J. Brann. now a candidate for United States
know what war can do to demoral
lasts four full days, with a complete markets. For the demonstrations, a | Raymond Pierce sends me the pro- half over, when the proprietor of
“If this can not be done by parity
ize civil liberties at home And I of prices," he added, "other means
list of racing and pulling events on mixed crew of eight perons will gram used at the dedicatory service the Merry Widow hat concluded
Senator, has promised, if elected, to stop the stench In the
of the High School House, Rock either tliat it was top-heavy, or
carry on.
believe it to be the flrst duty of a must be found—with the least pos
each.
Androscoggin River. The genial Lewistonian Is running true
This particular feature of the fatr land. May 7, 1869 Older readers of that somebody might possibly want
President to try to maintain peace." sible regimentation of the farmer's
"We simply had to make a change
to form. He would even promise to stop Hitler.
In hls debate challenge to the affairs."
ln our fair dates." President Clar promises to be one of the best ex- this paper will recall the three to see the screen. Then, and then
President, Willkie proposed “that
A WINNER SPEAKS
ence Leonard told The Courier- i hlblts, and will be very informative clergymen who took part—Rev. only, was the near umbrella re
He said the New Deal "stands
during the next two and a half for doing what has to be done by
Gazette yesterday, Rain has In- to the public regarding the processes Joseph Kalloch. Rev. Dr Cutler moved.
and Rev. W. O. Holman. The vol
The millions who listened to Wendell Willkie’s speech of
months, the President and I ap spending as much money as pos
terrupted the program for flve con used in the industry.
President Leonard estimated yes- untary by the Choir was directed
acceptance Saturday, the New Deal Demorcats derisive, the
pear together on public platforms sible." but that he proposes “to
secutive years, and last year the
Mrs. Oscar Starrett of Warren
climax was reached when the show terday that there were 100 horses by James Wight. The Orpheon has a handsome potted oleander,
in various parts of the Country, do it by spending as little money
real Democrats with quiet approval, and the Republicans de
was rained out on two days. August on the grounds, and he was unable Choral Association flourishing at with 32 buds, about to burst into
to debate the fundamental issues as possible. This is one great issue
lighted to find that they have a standard bearer who has
of this campaign.
seemed a better month, and our only i to say how many had been sent to that time had as officers: James bloom. It will be a handsome sight
ln domestic policy and I propose
initiative of action, frankness enough to call a spade a spade,
"These are the problems of our in this campaign to make It clear."
competition this year comes from the Windsor Pair Orounds. because Wight, director; E. A. Burpee, secre when ln blossom.
and the courage of hls honest convictions. When Willkie was
the Acton Pair, which is so far re- j of inability to stable them all at tary; T. E. Simonton, treasurer; S.
great dom estic economy as well as
"We must regain prosperity, re
nominated we thrilled with the belief that here was a real
moved that neither will hurt the' the Union plant, in spite of the fact T. Mugridge. 6. Tibbetts, Jr., and
of our National defense: the prob store the independence of our
One year ago: Accompanying the
leader—now that we know the platform, wc know that we are
that a 200-foot tent has been raised D N. Mortland. executive commit
lems of agriculture, of labor, of In people and protect our defensive
other.”
new steamship Red Jacket to this
going Into the fray with the light of his prospective victory to
tee;
A.
R.
Weeks
librarian.
also
1
lor
them.
dustry of finance, of the Govern- forces." he said. “If that is not
President Leonard recalled
For good measure Mr. Pierce en port for the celebration were the
guide us.
ment’s relationship to the people done promptly, we are in constant
that on two of the last flve years | Some of the best racing stock In
training ships Joseph Conrad and
and of our preparations to guard i danger, If it is done, no enemy
there were floods of such a serious this part of the country has been closed three newspaper receipts American Seaman—Ernest A. Mun
THE AIR WAR
given
in
the
mld-Seventies
to
a
against assault."
assembled
for
the
daily
events,
as
character that it was necessary to
on earth dare attack us. I pro
ro was fatally injured when he fell
(Herald Tribune)
"The promises of the present Ad pose to do It.”
I ^ire a flre engine to make the track should be the case ln view of the relative, one by Fuller & Williams, a flight of stairs.—The beam trawl
ministration,"
Willkie
asserted,
suitable for racing. This year the fact that the purses aggregate $4000 one by W O Fuller, Jr., and one er John G. Murphy was launched
This—over England now—Is the war of the air. This
"can not lead you to victory against
course Is in prime condition and The Junior free for all pace finds by Fuller H. Converse. And tliat
horror, this degenerate misuse and degradation of all the
by the Morses at Thomaston.—
Hitler, or anyone else. This Ad
flood
conditions are extremely un-, $450 offered for the winners, and the was a long while ago.
finest efforts of human ingenuity and imagination, this
Miss Elizabeth Hngar was in Eng
ministration stands for principles
likely.
same
is
true
of
the
junior
free
for
Insane destruction. Is the air war which aviators and designers
She was scantily clad, and the land taking a special course in lit
exactly opposite to mine. Let us I
Attaining the dignity of its 71st all trot.
and strategist and publicists and common people have
Will
Have
Charge
Of
bright
sun as she stood on Main erature and history—The large set
year, North Knox Fair finds that j Eleven acts of vaudeville will be
call it the 'I Pass doctrine. The j
thought of, feared, prophesied and wondered about. Air
street dispelled any illusions. An of farm buildings at South Union,
Three-Quarter Century
New Deal dealt it. and refused to |
planes have smashed the helpless into quivering pulp over and
It has advanced by leaps and bounds presented, with flve troupes partlciagen man surveyed the vision pop- owned by Harry H, Stickney of
make any more bets on the
over again before now; they have routed ground armies and
Transportation—His
so far as attendance goes. The pating. The outstanding number
eyed, and must have been a bit Belmont, Mass., was destroyed by
sunk ships and wrecked factories and brought apartment
American future."
will
be
a
novelty
act
by
an
armless
writer, who has not missed this an
Assistants
startled
when a lady remarked to lightning.—A large meteor attract
houses
crashing
down
upon
their
occupants.
We
have
seen
the
Willkie said that if he were elec
nual event in nearly 30 years, re man who can play muscail instru him: “I feel Just the way you do." ed
universal
attention.—Mrs.
war of the air against the ground; but not until now the war
ted he would threaten foreign gov
ments,
use
the
saw
and
hammer
and
members
that
4000
used
to
be
con

Aug 26. date of the ThreeGladys Cramer of Union was elect
The
surprised
man
was
at
loss
for
of the air—the massed assault by thousands reaching direct
ernments "only when our Country Quarter Century Club's annual con
sidered a very large crowd. Last typewriter. Included also ln this words—"Pure Mohammedism,” said ed president of the OE.S Field Day
for every center of a nation's life, meeting a massed resistance
was threatened by them and when
year the “big day" saw 15.000 paid show will be a knife throwring act, he.
of other thousands waiting for it in It own element. This is
Association.
*
vention
at
Old
Orchard
Beach,
I was ready to act."
admissions, but this, however, is not Jugglers, several numbers by a revue
the air war at last, wrought out of the achievements and
He declared the United States draws near, arousing keen anticipa
the record, which climbed to nearly troop of eight girls and a tight wire
examples of many men and nations, but finally brought to
must face “a brutal, perhaps a ter tion on the part of the old folks who
act. Daily and nightly band con- j
20,000 on one favorable occasion.
being by the Austrian corporal and given to the world as the
rible, fact" that “our way of life derive so much enjoyment.
supreme flower of Nazi German genius, its supreme contribu
Good roads have replaced the old certs will be given by the Rockland j
is in competition with Hitler's way
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick has
tion to mankind.
dusty thoroughfares and the old City Band under the direction of
of life." The competition. Willkie again cheerfully consented to act as
Here it is. Through the fogs of censorship and uncer
buggy days seem as visionary as a George Law ol Rockland.
tainty and dithyrambic propaganda its true outlines cannot
said ls not merely one of arma Knox County's chairman of trans
Daily events at the pulling en
dream. Patrons who were formerly
as yet be discerned. Each day has seen a heavier and still
ments but one of "energy against portation, and has named the fol
obliged to leave for the fair grounds closure will be as follows:
heavier attack, and no one knows where the limit may be.
energy, production against produc iowing assistants:
Tuesday, 10.30 a. m., pulling of
early ln the forenoon may now dine
But each day has seen as powerful and resolute a defense as
tion, brains against brains, sales
Appleton—Harry Edgecomb, Lucy
at home as usual, and then be at one and two year old steers, and
the
day
before.
Poland
was
smashed
%nd
disorganized
by
air
manship against salesmanship."
Moody.
Union in season to see the flrst heat oxen, 6 feet 2 inches and under 6
power within a day or two, and the planes thereafter roamed
, “If we are to outdistance the
Camden—Gilbert Harmon, Charles
feet 5 inches; 1 p. m., pulling of
of the races oalled.
at will, bombing and machine-gunning as they pleased. Britain
F. Dwinal. Alan Payson.
The Independent Oil Dealers of horses 2500 pounds and under, pull
has not been disorganized; she has been inflicting heavy losses
* One out when winning run was
Cushing—Rose Wales.
Maine are much in evidence in the ing horses 2500 pounds and under Samoset 8, (Md Town 7
on each new wave of attack, and even leaving aside the Ger
The Samoset Indians defeated scored.
Friendship—Hattie Lawry.
man planes claimed to have been shot down, the rest have been
park today, having decided to hold 2800 pounds.
Hope—Alice True
forced high, their bombing made hurried and inaccurate, their
Boothbay. Maine
Route 27
their field day there. They have
Wednesday at 10 a. m., steers and the nine Red Aces from Old Town Old Town ... 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0—7
Owl’s Head—Ella D. Maddocks.
effectiveness severely reduced.
sold tickets all over the State boy drivers, pulling of oxen under 6 8 to 7 in a 10-inning game that Samoset ... 003003001 1—8
The German objectives are probably several. First of all,
Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present
Rockland—Alan L. Bird, »Clevethrough their county organizations feet 2 inches, oxen 6 feet 5 Inches was full of thrills.
Runs batted ln. Foote 2, Annis.
they are attacking the RAF., trying to shoot it out of the air,
1 land Sleeper, A. C. Jones. Robert
and have retained the stubs, which and under 6 feet 8 inches. At 1 p. m.
Simmons was the leading batter
desetroy
its
fields
and
assert
a
command
of
the
air
which
will
“OUR TOWN”
' Gregory
tonight will be placed in a hat and pulling horses 2800 pounds and un with three hits out of flve times at Smith. Gahan, Watt, Simmons, J.
give them a mastery over the whole situation for subsequent
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Rockport—Arthur K Walker.
well shaken. One will be extracted, der 3100 pounds, horses 2100 pounds bat. hls single in the 10th Inning Polchles 3, P. Francis. Pelkey. Two
exploitation as seems best. In the course of doing this they
!
South
Thomaston
—
Joseph
Baum
50c, 75c. »I.OO Plus Tax—8.30 D.S.T.
and the purchaser thereof Is going and under 2400 pounds.
base hits, Annis, Oahan. Pelkey. H.
are appar^itly trying to wreak as much havoc as possible on
winning the game.
| St. George—Alfred Hocking.
to be awarded a 1940 Chevrolet, Thursday at 10 a. m„ pulling bulls
the industrial strength of the country—munitions factories,
Polchles. Three base hits, Foote.
Oahan's
long
run
and
catch
of
Thomaston—Albert Elliot, Wilwhich was bought from the Rock 6 feet 10 inches and under, oxen 6 Ranco's fly ln the 10th was the
docks and oil stores—in order to destroy its power of re
Stolen bases, Watt, Crockett, Sim
liam T. Smith.
land dealers.
sistance. The RAF. planes are still in thc air in great num
feet 8 inches and under 6 feet 11 outstanding play of the day.
mons, Saplel. P Francis. Lola. Base
Union—Walter Ayer, Curtis Paybers. and the Germans themselves make strikingly small
Patrons of North Knox Fair will Inches; oxen 6 feet 11 Inches and
ATTRACTIVE SUMMER HOME
Kinney of the Samoset and Lola on balls, off Kinney 3. Struck out,
son.
•
Claims
to
the
destruction
of
planes
on
the
ground.
They
are
find
two
novelties
awaiting
their
under
7
feet
2
Inches.
At
1
p.
un

Situated in thr beautiful Penob
of the Aces pitched good ball, but
exaggerating the damage done to factories and docks, but by
scot Bay region, typical Nrw Eng- 1 Warren—Julia Watts. W. H Robintention, one of them being a wood horses, 3400 pounds and over, oxen errors on both teams had the pitch by Kinney 7, by Lola 10. Double
land Sea Captain's farm home of
how
much
no
one
can
tell.
They
have
made
no
moral
im

plays, Smith and Foote. Umpires,
inson.
chopping contest conducted by the 7 feet 2 inches and over.
4 acres with 300 foot shore frontage.
ers ln trouble throughout the game. Belanger and Mealy. Scorer, Mrs.
pression whatsoever.
Washington — Robert Linscott,
Cape Cod type house of seven
famous Maine guide, Perry Green,
Friday, 10 a., m.. junior sweep- Samoset
,
How will It end? Who can say? No one knows how long
rooms, stone fireplace; the open
M. Foote.
Nellie Lincoln.
possibly the flrst of that kind ever stakes for oxen untjer 7 feet, and
comminds a view of the
ab r bh |K1
• • • •
the Germans can keep it up, what additional masses they
Many will doubtless volunteer cars,
Krh
and-dottrd harbor and Camden
presented
at
a
Maine
fair.
Green
for
horses
under
3100
pounds.
At
1
1
Watt, lf ............. . 5 2
o
can throw in, or what thc cumulative effect may be on the
A baseball team representing the
b41s in distance.
The owner is
and those who do so are asked to
will
give
an
exhibition
on
the
vau

o'clock,
sweepstakes
for
both
horses
offering this property at an attrac
British capacity to resist. If it could go on in this way in
Annis. 3b....... . 5 0 1 2
Independent Tallow Co. of Wo
communicate with the above com
tive price as hr will he unable to
deville platform each night, and and oxen.
definitely, and if the British claims cari be accepted, the
Foote, lb ....... . 5 2 2 9
burn. Mass., leading ln the in
occupy it in the future.
mittees.
there will be a wood-chopping con
German air force would be used up about as soon as the
This year there will be three nights Wilev, ss ........ . 5 0 o 2
tercity League, will play the Cam
test insllde the park, near the en of fireworks—Tuesday, Wednesday Smith, 2b
LEFOREST A. THURSTON
British, if not somewhat sooner. Its available pilots and fuel
5 0 1 3
den Shells in Camden one week
Rockport plays the Rockland Pi
468 Old County Road, Rockland
supplies might well be used up a good deal sooner still. But
trance at 2 o'clock each afternoon. and Thursday, starting Immediately Kinnev, p ....... . 5 0 2 3
from next Saturday. According to
rates at Community Park tonight.
Tel. 1159
It is idle to speculate among sch unknowns.
The impressive pile of logs would after the vaudeville show which be Crockett, rf ...... . 5 2 1 0
reports the Shells will have their
________________________ 99-101
It s a hair-raising series.
seem to indicate that the axemen gins at 8 o'clock. The pyrotechni Simmons, c
. 5 1 3 8
hands full and that is what the
have their work cut out for them, so cal displays will be put on by the Gahan. cf.........
4 1 I 3
home fans want—a real game.
ti speak. The chopping contests are American Fireworks Co., and the
—— — —
open to everybody, and will be su president of that conqern, Henry
44 8 13 30
Roller skating will be resumed
pervised by Guide Green.
Rapp, will be in attendance.
Old Town
Thursday, Fridays and Saturdays
An
innovation
this
season
will
be
Dicks Paramount Shows will pre
ab r l,li I»
THURSDAY, AUGUST 22
this week with a new floor and new
an exhibition covering the blue sent the midway attractions, and the Glossion, lb ...
5 1 1 10
music.
For the benefit of the Spruce Head Union Chapel Association.
berry industry in this section, now plant includes the modern favorites. Pelkey, c .......... . 5 1 2 12
|
at
its
height,
and
the
processing
of
(Continued
on
Page
Eight)
UNION, MAINE
Ranco, 3b ........ .. 6 1 2 2
CAKE SALE AT THE COMMUNITY CLUB—5.00 TO 8.00
0
There will be no dance at Gien
P. Francis, rf ... . 4 0 2 0
1 J Cove Wednesday night .because of
Poetry Readings by WILBERT SNOW, author of “Maine Tides”
Cormier, ss ...... .. 5 0 0 0
1 j Union Fair. Dances will be resumed
H. Polchles, cf . ..4 2 2 0
0 ! as usual next week.
UNION CHAPEL, SPRUCE HEAD
SaPiel, 2b .........
4 0 0 0
2I
____________
At 8.15 P. M.
Lola, p ............. .. 5 1 2 0
;!
YOUR
FAVORITE POEM
J. Polchies, lf ... .. 5 1 3 4
ADMISSION TO READING, 25 CENTS
HORSE RACING
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
100-101
I If I had my life to llva again 1

Ludwick Chairman

SAMOSET TOOK HARD GAME

Hotel’s Ablest Baseball Battlers Won 8-7
Victory Over Smart Old Town Team

r-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE-,

UNION FAIR

CAKE SALE, AND POETRY READINGS

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

YOUNG REPUBLICAN
GET TOGETHER

August 20,21,22,23

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY

LARGE FARM EXHIBITS

BIG CATTLE SHOW

FRIDAY, AUGUST 23

MAMMOTH MIDWAY
WOOD-CHOPPING CONTESTS

BOXING

Night Shows Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Evgs.

BUTCH WOOSTER vs. LOU COOPER

Band Concerts

Vaudeville

Fireworks

A REAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR

BIGGER AND BETTER

7.15

I

Reserved seats are traveling fast and may be

procured at
93-101

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY, TEL 1115-W

43 7 14'28 20 6 would have made a rule to read some
___________________ poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loaa of theee
tastes la a loaa of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

P. M.

We Are Featuring

‘SANDY SHORES HOME
MADE ICES” Only

AT THE COURT HOUSE
AMONG THF, SPEAKERS WILL BE

CHAUNCEY ROBBINS
Chairman Young Republican Council

AT UNION FAIR
'

at the

REFRESHMENTS
ALL THOSE INTERESTED ARE INVITED
100‘lt

100-101

DORMAN BOOTH
«

100*it

LOVE IS A SICKNESS
Love Is a Alckni^s full of woes,
j All remedies refusing;
I A plant that most with cutting grows.
Most barren with best using.
Why so?
i More we enjoy It. more It dies;
If not enjoyed, it sighing cries
Helgh-ho!
Love ls a torment of the mind,
A tempest everlasting;
And Jove hath made It of a kind.
Not well, nor full, nor fasting.
Who so?
More we enjoy It. more It dies;
If not enjoyed. It sighing cries
Helgh-hoi
Qfl
—Samuel Daniel .

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette
Pray ye therefore the Lord of !
the harvest, that He will send forth j
laborers into His harvest.—Mat. 9:
38.

A Feature of Union Fair

Civil War Veterans

SOFTBALL

TRREK-T1MF S - A - WEEK

By MOSHES

Boothbay Playhouse
The Boothbay Playhouse pays
honor to the Boothbay Harbor re
gion this week Wednesday through
Saturday when they present Thorn- League Standing

LEAGUE

W.
Amoco ............... 1*
Texaco .............. 13
Indies ............... ll
Elks .................... 11
Snow's ............... 8
A. & P.................. 6
j Perry s .............. 7
Van Baalen ...... 6
• • • •

L.
3
7
8
8
13
11
13
13

PC.
.824
632
.579

.579
.400
353
.350
.316

Games this week: Tonight—Snow
vs. Van Baalen.
Wednesday—
Perry's vs. A. St P Thursday—Amo
co vs. Elks. Friday—Texaco vs.
Elks.
• • • •

Lrft. Zealor W. Young; center. John A. Quinn; right. C. A. Southard.

Butch Or Cooper?

Twilight Base ball

The Preacher Says

Last week of the regular season
That's the All Important
and the first division is settled at
Question Among the
last. The doubleheader Sunday took
Local Fight Fans
care of that, as both teams have a
chance lost. It’s too bad last night's,
What the fight fans of Knox,
game was rained out. as it might
I have gone a long way toward de Lincoln. Sagadahoc and Waldo
termining second and third places. Counties have been waiting for is .
A win for Van Baalen tonight will on the card for Friday night's boxgive them a chance to finish out of j ing exhibition at the Park Street I
the cellar if A. St P. takes Perry's i, -------^rena_ Butch Wooster of RockMarket Wednesday. Likewise Perry s . .
.
„
can finish in a tie for flfth if they , land vs' Lou Cooper °- Bath
Ruth Thorley will play the part of win.
Cooper's pathway has been
Emily, one of the leading roies m
After scoring two runs on no hits strewn with roses thus far. and it
“Our Town," Thornton Wilder's un in the third, and one on no hits in , would be difficult to convince anyusual play to be produced at the the fourth. A. St P. scored no runs | body over along the Kennebec
Boothbay Playhouse. Wednesday on three hits in the flfth Sunday.
| River that he isn't going to wear
through Saturday. Miss Thorley's
the crown when Friday night's fistdistinctive acting is well known to Van Baalen 9, A. Si P. 6
fest is over.
patrons of the Playhouse where she
Van Baalen killed any hopes A St
But there's a grim look to Butch
has been a favorite for three sea
P. might have had about reaching Wooster's otherwise genial features.
sons.
the playoffs with s 9 to 6 win Sun and such a whaling he has given
day for their third straight victory. the punching bag this week under
unique
play
"Our
ton Wilder's
The win also kept alive Vee Bee’s the impression that it was Lou
Town."
chances of finishing out of the cel- Cooper who was standing before
"Our Town' is one of the finest I lar. In only two innings did they hit1 him. If Butch doesn't win this
neration—a I Higgins safely, but that proved ; time it will not be because he has
plays seen within a
, .
, . .
, „, ,
i enough. Six hits ln the third were ; not been training hard and faithgreat-hearted wise and tender pla,
fQ|. flv# runj
flye Wu m fuUy And
jf he

Vinalhaven Chiefs Ran
Into An Unexpected Snag
In Rockland Sunday

By Kenneth H. Cassens

Despite the unbelief of many, the
events
of today are rapidly crowding
Coming Games: Tuesday—Rock
port at Rockland; Thomaston at into the funnel of prophecy found
Camden. Thursday—Camdrn at in the Word of God. We who have
Rockland; Thomaston at Rockport, studied prophetic matters are now
able to point to the actual correlaRcckland 17, Vinalhaven 0
Ition of events with the predictions
The Pirates, after two were out of men wh0 IlTed mllleniums ago.
in the first inning at Community
One chapter of the Revelation of
Park Sunday, found their batting ' Christ to John has always captured
eyes and smashed out a double and popular fancy; the sixth, with its ,
six singles in a row off Phil Brown reference to the four horsemen I
and this with an error, a base on do riot think I am "climbing out on
balls and a triple scored nine runs. ;l Umb” in making a definite assignIn second the Chiefs fell apart ln
of these horsemen to our own
the field and this coupled with 'time, for two reasons; first, the
three hits accounted for four more Jews have returned to Palestine, or
Pirate runs. Wahlman took over1 are returning, which was the necesin tlie ,tliird but was as wild as a | sar>' introduction to the fulfillment
March ‘ hare. Ducky Haskell was [ of the prophecies at the end of our
pressed into service, and did a fine l8e- Second, Russia and Oermany
job for the rest of the game.
are bound by a more or less loose
Wahlman hit French's third pitch j union that will increase, by agreeof the game into deep Centerfield ment or conquest, to a more rigid
for a triple but Dick bore down and , onethat was as far as Wahlman got 1 Now, what about the four horsethe next inning sent four more runs • terrific wallop which appears to Only three scattered hits were men? The flrst, in Revelation 6:2.
all my days as a theatregoer no
across. In the first two and last be his specialty it's going to be gathered by the Chiefs for the sat a white horse. White is the
play ever moved me so deeply.”
two innings Higgins pitched hitless just too bad for Kennebec Cooper, rest of the game French with two color of peace; yet there was conIn the Playhouse presentation,
ball. Epstein pitched himself an-| Some of the boys are laying their singles and a triple led both teams quest. For many months, we saw
residents and Summer visitors of
other good ball game, being tagged j change on the outcome, and whil'1 at bat and struck out thirteen the succumbing of land after land.
the Boothbay Harbor Region—in
for two runs in the second on a i Rockland money is pretty apt to Chiefs to top off a very good per-! without war.
cluding Sawyer's Island. Isle of
single
and double, and giving three back the Butcher, there are some formance. Johnny Karl provided [ But the second, in Revelation 8:4.
Springs, and Newagen—will ap
singles in the sixth for another run. wise gazabos who are equally cer the fielding gems with four fine was red—the color of war. And
pear on the stage as townspeople.
surely the conquering horse of war
The rest were all unearned. The tain that the Bath bruiser is a catches in Centerfield.
Some are taking small speaking
rides over our world today. And it
Vinalhaven
shade too good for him.
score:
parts, acting with tlie professional
' is no ordinary war. All the deab r bh po a eJ.
We shall see.
A. A P.
company of Boothbay Players. The
0 i monic forces of hell itself, ride in
Other bouts Friday night find Wahman, lb, If, p 4
ab r bh po a e
choir and organist in "Our Town"
1 this war. The perplexity and fear
Alton Wooster of Rockland facing Haskell, ss. p ..... 4
F.
Mazzeo,
If
___
3
will be actually a choir and organ
0 of Luke 21:35 and 26, are surely
Battling Hutchins of Bath, and Erickson. 3b ....... 4
Keefe,
ss
____
4
ist of our town—from the Metho
0 upon the world.
Slasher Porter of Rockland vs. Guilford, 2b. ss .. 1
dist Church. Boothbay Harbor. Oney, 3b .............. 4
1' The third horse of Rev. 6:5 and 6,
Brown, p, cf ___ 4
Young Hutchins of Bath.
Spaulding,
lb
.
.....
4
Friends in the Region have been
was black and accompanying marks
4
Those who go early will get the ' Peterson, cf. lb
Higgins,
p
............
3
helpful in searching through old
are those of famine—a day's wage
good seats.
[ Johnson, rf ......
4
L
Raye,
c
..........
_
3
trunks for costumes, and in dozens
sufficing to buy barely one man's
Alley. If, 2b ........ 4
Moral: Go early.
of other ways Irene, tlie Photo Mason, cf _______ 3
food for that day. Luxuries are not
Baum, c _______ 3
Hobbs,
rf
_
____
3
graphic artist at the Harbor, has
available to ordinary men ln many
Paladino,
2b
____
2
been enlarging and printing photo
Fa^W/Ohats
32
0
4
24
15
4
a land today; and scarcely food
graphic art studies of as many Seliger, r ......___ 1
' i Rockland
■
different .parts of the Boothbay
ab r bh po a S'
30 6 a 18 6 3
Harbor Region as will be possible
Billings, ss ......... 6 2 2 1 2
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
for her to display in the Lobby. Van Baalen
Chisholm. 2b. If
0
ab
r
a
bh
e
Must
sell my 22 ft. motor launch,
PO
Other photographers have been co
Karl, cf ............
0 large roomy boat. 7 ft. beam;
3 1 2 1 0 1,
operating with her. including Mr. S. Goldberg. If
French, p ..........
0 holds 16 persons. Mahogany deck
2 1 1 2 0 ll
Freeman Taylor of Southport. The Woythaler. cf
Whitman lb ___
o’ and locker seats; square stern.
3 0 I 2 5 0
The farm population on Jan. 1.
"Between-the-Acts” Art Exhibit Murgita. 3b ...
McNeilly, 3b
Newly overhauled and painted;
Tibbetts,
2b
....
0
1
3
0
0
0 1940 was 32.245.000 the largest in
in the Playhouse Lounge will be
41) h. p. Scripps marine engine;
3 0 0 12 1 l] 24 years, according to estimates Collamore, c, 2b
taken over by the artists of the S. Gray, lb ....
Oi cost $1500; a real bargain yon
V. ftaye. r____
3 1 1 1 0 0 of the Bureau of Agricultural Drinkwater, If
Boothbay Harbor Region.
Sawyer, c ........
2
13
o; cannot duplicate at $225 cash.
D.
Mazzeo.
ss
.
2
1
2
3
0
Economics. It was close lo the 1916
The guest of honor is a disting
Can be seen at Yacht Basin,
1 1 all-time high record of 32.530.000
3 1 .1
uished author whom Boothbay Frantz, c ........
Stonington.
42
17
16
27
6
1
3 2 2 0 0 °i The 1940 farm population figure ls
Harbor is proud to claim as one R. Gray, rf .......
Rockland.
9 4 1 0 0 1 2 0 0-17 W. A. COUCH. Sunset, Deer Isle
1
Epstein,
p
.......
3
1
1
0
186.000
more
than
last
year
and
of its residents: Richard Matthews
0
Telephone 40
a total increase for the past 10 Vinalhaven. 000000 000—0
Hallet. Mr. Hallet has graciously
Three-base
hits,
Wahlman.
Karl,
I
29 9 11 21 10 5 years of 2076 000. The Bureaus
consented to appear nightly at cur
tain-time as a representative of Van Baalen .......... 0 0 5 4 0 0 x—9 estimates are based upon reports Whitman. French. Two-bsae hits, I
Karl, Collamore. Ba.se on balls, off
the town and will address the au A. St P........................ 0 2 2 1 0 1 0—6 from 13.609 farmers in all parts of French 3. off Brown 2. off Wahl- I
Two-base hits. R. Gray, Higgins. the country, supplying information
dience at curtain-time for the
man 3. Struck out, by French 13.
Three base hit, S. Goldberg. Home for 78.544 farms.
event.
Brown 1, Haskell 1. Umpires, Frye
• • • •
run, D. Mazzeo Sacrifice, F. Maz
The fifth annual short course in and Tripp. Scorer, Maude Win* |
zeo. Base on balls, off Higgins 1,
off Epstein 3. Struck out, by Ep co-operation opens at the College chenbacli
stein 2. Umpires, Smith and Free of Agriculture. University of Maine Twilight Topics
Dana Sawyer hit the ball hard
ftftftft
Aug. 5. continuing through Aug. 9
man.
The session is longer than usual each time at bat. as well as doing
News Items from all of the Pa
Texaco 14, Snow 5
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
The Texacos combined Russ Bart this year because several days will a fine job of receiving French
here.
lett’s seven hit pitching with an 18 be spent on a discussion of agri against the Chiefs Sunday, even his
hit attack of their own to easily cultural prices and distribution dad never did much better.
Seven clean hits in a row is some
The last of a series of public down Snow's Sunday 14 to 5. Tex methods and costs. The annual
suppers at Orand View Grange hall acos wasted little time as they scored banquet and meeting of the Maine hitting especially against Brown.
For five years the Pirates have
in Northport will be held Thurs three, four and four in the flrst Co-operative Council will be held
day with Lida Blood as chairman. three innings to take an 11 to 0 on Aug. 8. There is no fee for taken a licking from the Chiefs but
This Grange will entertain the lead. Snow scored their five runs this course and further details may they feel better now regular blitz
neighborhood group Aug. 29. State in the fourth and fifth but couldn't be obtained from the College of krieg.
Another brother act is on tap to- I Let's help pry you
Master F. Ardine Richardson will click again after that. The defeat Agriculture, Orono.
night as Chuck and Raymie prob- |
be a special guest. All Grangers to Snow, coming after the A. St P.'s
The College of Agriculture at ably hurl against each other when loose from that
will be welcome. Supper will be loss in the first game, closed the door
served before the meeting.
in the first division for 1940. Bun the University bf Maine has just Rcckport meets the Pirates at Com- I
• • • •
Freeman led the hitters with two published a report on the use of munity Park.
sticky old straw...
Mrs. Thelma E. Wood of North- singles and a double. The score: ) recreational sites developed on
} Federal
submarginal land-pur- tend.
port left Monday for the New Eng Snow
Edith M. Carroll, Sec.
land Lecturers' Conference in BurLake Avenue, Rockland.
97-100
ab r bh po a e ' chase areas in Maine. The study
It’s New Hat time .. and here
ington. Vt. Mrs. Wood was ac
4 2 1 3 1 0 j was made by E. J. Niederfrank.
I
of
the
University
of
Maine,
and
C.
WENTWORTH
FAMILY
companied by Mrs. Evelyn Elms Freeman, c
you
are sticking to that old straw
4 2 3 2 0 0
R. Draper, a representative of the
The 57th annual reunion of the that's sticking to you.
of Mystic Grange. Belmont; Mrs. MoLeod, ss .
4 3 2 1 4 0
1 Federal Bureau of Agricultural Wentworth family will be held at
Nellie Orff of Weymouth Grange, Gowell, lb .
. 4 2 3 7 0 2
i Economics.
Persons particularly
Thomaston; and Miss Mary Fos
. 3 2 1 0 0 0 I interested in this subject may ob- the home of Albert Alley, 14 Oak
Let's h<;lp pry you loose by
street, Camden, Aug. 30; if stormy,
ter. Limerock Valley Pomona lec
... 3 1 3 0 0 0
showing
you Fall Hats that are
Aug. 31.
Mabel Alley, Sec.
turer.
4 0 2 2 0 1
Hodgkins, If
100-lt
as
light
as
a halo.
McLoon. r ....
... 3 0 0 2 1 0 280.
“If it wasn't lor the optimist, the Mank, cf .....
... 4 0 1 2 0 0
pessimist would never know how
KALLOdl FAMILY
Let’s send you up to the mirror
4 2 2 2 2 0
happy he wasn't.”
The 71st annual reunion of the with something on your head
Family Reunions
Kalloch family will be held at the
37 14 18 21 8 3
that will shoot arrows into your
HOFFSES FAMILY
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glen
Snow
The
58th
annual
reunion
of
the
Cove,
Aug.
28.
heart.
e
bh
po
a
ab r
Arthur D. Kalloch. Sec.
4 0 0 2 0 1 Hoffses Family will be held at the
You have all the time in the
4 0 0 1 5 0 home of Mrs. Madlyn Thompson. 100'102
4 2 2 1 0 0 Friendship. Thursday, Aug. 22; if
world and we seem to have all the
Most of the 4.600,000 people of
4 1 2 1 5 2
hats,
... 3 0 1 2 0 0 are asked to make an effort to at- Chile are of Spanish blood.
V. Crockett, lb ... 3 1 1 7 0 0
Suomela, cl .... ... 1 0 0 1 0 0
Cole, r . ........... ... 1 0 0 2 0 0
At "Pe/lMnal ue are spe
L. Crockett, rf ... 3 0 1 1 0 0
cialist! in making personal
loans of $25 lo $250 or more.
Willis, p.......... ... 2 1 0 0 0 0
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
It ii our full-time business.
Frye, c .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0

follow! The fifth horseman of Rev.
Let Thy speech be better than si19:11-16. the King of Kings and lence. or be silent.
Lord of Lords is coming too! Even
—------------------so, come, Lord Jesus!

enough—but greater famine waits,
with the very blockade of Ood upon
an accursed earth. I do not like
these predictions, and am sorrowful
at reading them—but here they are,
ln the Word, and in fulfillment.
The fourth horse, the pale one of
Rev 6:8, ls the horse of pestilence,
with the grave accompanying him.
We will see much pestilence during
and after this war as was not known
even in the days of the Black
plagues of centuries ago.
But there is a glorious thing to

TYPEWRITERS

The distinguish Negro scientist
and man of parts Benjamin Banneker. is reputed to have been the
first man to construct a clock which
struck the hours.

All Makes—Sales—Rentals
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park Street
Tel. 297-W
Free Typing Course

Buy Yourself rich—through clas
sified offers

AUGUST 19 - 24

RATH-MEAT

2 CANS 19c

SANDWICH SPREAD
GENERAL KNOX

RELISH SPREAD
SEIDNER’S

19c

2 1aorzs

'

tS

29c

h CANS

27 c

2

MAYONNAISE
UNDERWOOD'S

52

DEVILED HAM
DERBY-A„'t

2 CANS 19c

MEAT SPREADS
Light Meat

MESSINA

CAN

19c

CAN

21c

2

JARS

19c

2

RS

25c

TUNA FISH
IZUMI

CRABMEAT
PIK-NIK

PEANUT BUTTER
BESSEY

PICKLES

A»l. K.ndi

FOOD II BLUES?

ft#

s

V. F. STUDLEY

Just write In—ask us about
our way of doing business.
We will be glad to serve you.
MARTIN .1 RIELLY, Mgr.
Room No. 201 Floor No 2
Kresge Bide.
Phone 1155
241 Water St., Augusta, Me.
Small Loan Statute License

r
i

29 5 7 18 10 3
Texaco ................. 3 4 4 0 3 0 x—14
Snow’s ................. 0 0 0 3 2 0 0— 5
Two base hits, Seavey, Freeman,
Dowling. Home runs, McLeod, Bart
No. 1. Charges 3 „ on unpaid
lett, V. Crockett. Base on balls, off
monthly balances up to ‘150;
niUIllUIJ
2i_.«„ monthly on bulantcs ■ Bartlett 4, off Willis 4. . Struck
2'
above.
J out, by Bartlett 2. Umpires, Smith J
and Freeman.

'

I have several Houses and Farms at
Very Reasonable Prices
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
at once

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

Terms can be arranged on some of them.

283 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET

81T&Stf

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

REG CAN

B and M S BEANS

2

TALL
CANS

27«

2

TALL
CANS

19c

aiu*

NATION-WIDE

PREPARED SPAGHETTI

GRANGE CORNER

$3.00 to $5.00

41c

HORMEL BONED CHICKEN

SPLENDID

BALL

2

JAR RUBBERS

PKGS

9c

19<

NATION-WIDE-PURE

THREE CROW

iOZ19c
2 CANS

GROUND NUTMEG
DIAMOND

3 OZ
JUGS

VANILLA

BEST WAY

Large Boxei

6

MATCHES

soz
BOT 21c

VANILLA

19c

BOXES

2 LB
PKG

COCOA

17c

NATION-WIDE or SEALECT

TALL
CANS

EVAPORATED MILK

LIDO SPAGHETTI DINNERS
LA TOURAINE COFFEE

__ —

_-BlAT THt MtAr CKACKiaS

- - - ... ..era . .
SIftVI

AT MfAUIM.r

25c

?

AaiMVV
» -

AHP COLO <«T>

STOKELY

lAREX-Awt.
PINT
JUG

FRUIT SYRUPS

19c

“lTSv'”1 RICKEY 2

FRUIT COCKTAIL

NO 1
CAN

STOKELY

CLICQUOT CLUB

QT BOTS
(Contend)

19c

15 - 25 - 40
50-60 Wall

FRUITS (or SALAD

19<

NO2T5

can

AO,
3tyc

NO 2
CANS

27c

OWL'S HEAD

LECTRIC LIGHT

)ULd3

1 cavnac

17c

KRISPY
CRACKERS
.....------------------------------

Sunshine

v| II DC

EACH

Four People

27c

2

LUX FLAKES
IVORY SOAP

r.

19c

CORN

BANTAM

,

LGE
PKG

2spkgsl19c
MED
BARS

10c

3

2

BARS

21<
19®

nation-wide service grocers
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

J
Aug. 20-23—Unton Fair
Aug 22—Spruce Head Poetry read
ings by Prof Wilbert Snow at Union
Chapel.
Aug. 22—North Haven Lecture by
Commander Donald B.
MacMillan,
' auspices Improvement Society.
Aug 23 South Thomaston—Church
Grange fair at Wessaweskeag Grange
hall.
Aug. 23—Meeting of the Maine Press
Association at Community Building
Aug. 23 —i Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
Series at Watts hall.
Aug 23 Educational Club meets
with Mrs. E M Lawrence. Rockport
Aug 25—South Hope—Visitation Day
at the Unlversallst Church.
Aug. 25- Fish and Game Association
outing at Vinal's Point. Cushing
Aug. 2ft Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orohard BeachAug. 27 - Rockport -Beneflt concert
at Capt Bell's Boat Barn.
Aug. 26-Reunion Class 1912 Rock
land High School at Dyer’s Lobster
Buoy. Ash Point.
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook
Orange fair.
,Aug. 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RHS
Aug 29 Thomaston—Oarden Club
Open House Dav at Levensaler house
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, fourth Summer Theatre Play
series at Watts hall.
Aug 31-Sept. 3 Blue Hill fair
Sept. 3 Warren—Schools re-open.
Sept. 3—Union- Schools re-Open
Sept 14- Educational Club meets
with Mrs Rose B. Hupper, Tenants
Harbor.

REUNIONS
Aue 22 Hugses Family: 58th annual
at Mrs Madlyn Thompson's. Friend
ship
_
Aug 28 Kalloch Family: At Penob
scot View Grange hall In Glen Cove.
Aug 28—Payson-Fogler Families: At
St. Clair cottage. Crescent Beach.
Aug. 28 Hills Family: At the home
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton.
9 High St.. Belfast.
Aug 30 Wentworth Family: S7th an
nual at Albert Alley's. 14 Oak St.
Camden
Aug 31- Leadbetter Family: 30th an
nual at North Haven Grange hall.
Sept 7 Whitmore Family: At home
of Mr. and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Common; If stormy, following Mon
day.

St. Peter's Parish will hold its
palish fairless fair supper tonight.

Robert H. Barham of Oliver street
is celebrating his 92d birthday to
day.
His
housekeeper, Mrs
Carleton Ripley is serving a special
dinner ln honor of the event.
Carlton Bridge traffic for the
first two weeks in August shows a
gain of nearly $2,000 over the like
period in 1939. This is a most sat
isfactory comparison for in July
of the present year the receipts
were about $1500 less than for the
same month in 1939.
David Mazzeo, running in the
10-mile road race at Old Orchard
Saturday, turned in the third best
elapsed time of the event, finishing
in the actual running time of 52
minutes, 37 seconds in fifth place
He was awarded a stop watch as
prize to the first Maine boy finish
ing. and a silver cup for coming
in fifth. There were 72 contestants
who started. 32 of them forced to
drop out because of the intense
heat. Tarzan Brown, noted mara
thon runner of Westerly, R. I.,
winner of the race, finished in ac
tual running time of 51.32.

SCREWDRIVERSANDSCREWJAYS
War Declared Upon Them Officially—
Watch For Cream-Colored Car
The Rockland police department
plans to declare war on "screw
drivers" and "screwjays," Monday
Aug. 26 Police Chief Arthur D. Pish
told The Courier-Oazette yesterday.
A "screwdriver” is a motorist who
pulls "traffic boners.” He refuses
to respect the rights of other driv
ers and goes about ln a paradise
of screeching brakes, bleating horns
and without hand signals or regard
for other cars.
The "screwdriver” parks double,
makes right hand turns from the
left hand lane, tries to beat traffic
lights, drives in the center of a two
lane street or highway, crowds
other motorists at intersections
and commits other discourteous
acts which lnflich on his fellowmotorists an undue amount of
stop-and-go driving and traffic
Jams. "Screwdriving.'' according to
Dr. Miller McClintock, noted traf
fic authority, is responsible for 25
percent of all traffic congestion.
A “screwjay” is a thoughtless
pedestrian who, without regard for
his own personal safety and the
inconvenience he may cause auto
mobile drivers, crosses streets when
ever and wherever he feels like it.
In addition to creating a definite
safety hazard, the “screwjay' is
the cause of 10 percent of the traf
fic congestion in business districts.
If “screwdriving” and "screwjaying" can be eliminated, Chief Pish
estimates that traffic on Main street
and other principal arteries can
be speeded up as much as 35 per
cent.
“We park double and hold up
traffic for blocks in back of us Just
to save ourselves the inconvenience
of walking a few extra steps.” says
Chief Pish. “Seldom do we think
of the potential danger to our
selves. the jamming-on of brakes
and the shifting of gears for mo
torists and the traffic congestion
we cause by thoughtlessly crossing
the street tn the middle of the
block instead of at one of the places
designated by the police depart
ment,” the Chief continued.
"Not only for our own safety, but
as a good example for the younger

Awnings, large or small, hammock
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W
16 Willow St.
73-tf

WALDO THEATRE
AJAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Matinees Daily at 2.30
Sundays at 3
Evenings at 7 & 9

TUES.-WED., AUG. 20-21

“TURNABOUT”
with
Adolphe Menjou, Carole Landis.
Donald Meek. Mary Astor

One of the most unusual com
edies ever to find its way to the
screen.
T1IURS.-FRI.. AUG. 22-23

BETTE DAVIS.
CHARLES BOYER

in

“ALL THIS AND
HEAVEN TOO”
with
Jeffrey Lynn,
Barbara O'Neil,
Helen Westley, Virginia W'eidler,
Henry Daniell. Walter Hampden

Please Note; Due to the ex
treme length of this film the eve
ning show times will be as fol
lows: Feature starts at 6.45 p. m.
News Between shows at 9.05.
Second evening show at 9.15 a. m.
Matinees 250 as usual.
Coming:

"The

Sea

1 RED CROSS WORK

Hawk,"

“Boom Town.”

generation, all of us adults should
cross streets only at places desig
nated by the police department and
then only when an officer or traffic

Rockland has never been back
ward ln good works of any nature
Its record during the World War
was one to be proud and a justly
happy one. and much has been done
through the past two years by the
citizens for succor ln the ghastly
needs cf suffering humanity in
Europe. Many citizens are knitting
and doing other work but more are
needed. So keep up the production
of knitted articles and whatever
the Red Cross asks for. They can
always use money and they have
yam for your needles and work for
your hands. Keep up heart friends
of humanity and keep up your work
K S. F.

The H H. Crie <Sc Co. store will
be closed tomorrow afternoon in or
der that the staff may attend Union
Fair.

The Ladies Aid of Cushing is
serving supper ln the town hall
tonight. The date was Incorrectly
given in Saturday's issue as Aug.
30.
Patrolman Carl A. Christofferson
Is having one week of his annual
vacation, found as usual “on the
door" at the Union Pair bridge
entrance.

Mrs. Nancy Savage author of
that popular department Happy
Hope Farm, entered Knox Hos
pital today for a surgical operaChief of Police Arthur D. Fish, tion- Messages and visits from
who is co-operating vigorously on | friends will be much appreciated
by her.
the safety drive.

light has stopped motor traffic go
ing in the opposite direction.
“Monday we are going to drive
around the business district in a
light cream colored car and tell
the 'screwjays' and ‘screwdrivers'
ln a courteous manner, over the
car s loudspeaker system, about the
'traffic boners' they are pulling.”
The courtesy crusader car, with
sound amplifying equipment, is a
part of the Shell Safety Squadron
which has been put at the disposal
of the police by the local dealers
of the Shell Oil Company, Incor
porated. as a part of their nation
wide Share-the-Road crusade.
Other units of the Safety Squad
ron are a specially constructed
brake reflex testing machine and
a puppet show which will demon
strate the evils of “screwdriving”
and "screwjaying."
The reflex
tester and puppet show will be lo
cated on the corner of Main and
Elm streets between 10 a. sn. and
6 p. m. Monday.

The Ansel Orne waterfront prop
erty at Cushing is the site selected
tor a cottage being built by W. A.
Seavey for Edward Drinkwpter of
Brewer. Frank Seavey meantime
ls reaping a rich harvest from the
mackerel schooling In tiiat neigh
borhood.

An open meeting of Young Re
publicans is called for Friday night
at 7.15 at the Court House. A cor
dial invitation is extended to all
Interested. Among the speakers
will be Chauncey Robbins, chair
man of the Young Republicans'
Council.

Sixty-one applicants for driving
license sappeared at the Rock
land armory for examination yes
terday.
Thirty-six passed, five
failed and the others did not ap
pear. Chief Inspector James A.
Adams of Augusta conducted the
drivers today and was assisted by
Patrolman Adelbert Sargent of Au
burn. Henry Roper of Camden and
Stanley Poland of Waldoboro. Miss
Eben Kenney is employed by Margaret Cusick of Augusta did the
George Frieze, grandson of Mrs.
C. P. Simmons, is joining the navy, John Bolten as captain on the clerical work. The next driving test
in Rockland will be Sept. 9.
and will be attached to the battle cabin cruiser Bobcyn.
ship Wyoming for a study cruise of
Guests aboard the “Lillian” last
six weeks, then one month of in
The class of 1912. Rockland High
tensive training in Chicago, when School will hold a reunion Aug. 26, week were: Arhne J. Walton, Mal
he will come out a full fledged en at Dyer's Lobster Buoy, Ash Point, den. Mass.; Margaret F. Hyde,
Bridgejjort. Conn.: Helen Chellund.
sign.
at 7 o'clock. For transportation
Framingham, Mass ; June Cheland.
call 370.
Pittsfield, Mass.; Margaret Memics
MARRIED
and Edna Memies, Boston; lsobel
Erirkton-Nirkrrson
At Rockland.
Headquarters Battery and Bat Collins, Watertown, Mass.; Eliza
Aug 18, Earle Albert Erickson and
Edith Gertrude Nickerson, both of tery E will have drills at the Rock beth and Raoul Drapeau, Dracut,
Rockland.—By Rev. J. Charles Mac
land C.A.C. Armory Friday night Mass.; Oeorge C. Galbraith, New
Donald
Brewer-Andrews At Rockland. Aug. and on the following Tuesday York City; Leo Ooldberg, Jamaica.
17. Charles Mann Brewer and Corne night. It is rumored that the ar
N Y.; iEunice Pelley, Lynnfield.
lia Frances Andrews, both of Freeport.
tillerymen will be called back to Mass ; Marjorie C. Hill. Rye, N. Y.:
—By Rev. J, Charles MacDonald
Smith-Wade—At West Warren. Aug Fort Williams Sept. 16.
and Elizabeth W. Wesch, Baby17, Dana H. Smith. Jr. of Brunswick
lore, N. Y.
and Warren, and Miss Janet P Wade
of Warren. By Rev. L. Clark French
Neil S. Perry of The Courier-Oa
Leo-Palma- At Rockland. Aug 18.
Prof. C. Wilbert Snow. Maine
John Leo ol Rockland and Marie Palma zette force returned Saturday from
of New York City.—By Rev. Fr James Massachusetts where he has been coast poet and author of recently
Savage
spending a fortnight’s vacation published collection called Maine
with Frank and Ronald McAuliffe. Tides, will give a reading from his
DIED
Davis At Appleton. Aug. 17. Albert Basing at the McAuliffe home in poems in the Union Chapel of
I. Davis, aged 71 years. 11 months. 1 Winthrop he made side trips ag Spruce Head Thursday, Aug. 22, at
day Funeral Aug 20 at 2 p. m from gregating 1.000 miles, and resumed 8 p. m. Admission 25c.
100-101
residence Burial at Achorn cemetery.
Smith At Rockland. Aug. 18. Don his duties yesterday rested and
ald Arthur. Infant son of Mr and invigorated.
Nothing is qtiite thoroughly sat
Mrs Earl Smith of Warren, aged 8
isfying and thirst quenching on a
days. Interment ln Shuman ceme
tery, Waldoboro.
The vacant store in Olover block hot and muggy day as the lasting
Pinkham—At Damariscotta. Aug 18.
tagny coolness of lemon sherbet.
Walter Pinkham of Waldoboro, aged at The Brook, last occupied by the
60 years. Funeral Wednesday at 3 Home Service Department of the B. & M.'s lemon sherbet is made
o'clock from Flanders funeral resi
Central Maine Power Company, is from choice, selected lemons and
dence.
Venner — At Rockland. Aug. 19. nearly ready for occupancy by the pure, rich cream. It Is not a water
sherbet. Ask for it at your E. &
Thomas W Venner of Thomaston. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from Rockland Sales and Service, which
100-102
Davis Funeral Chapel. Thomaston. In will move thither from 21 Limerock M. dealer's.
terment ln Thomaston cemetery.
street.
The
partners
ol
this
con

Flanders At Waldoboro. Aug 17.
Charles E Flanders, aged 77 years, 6 cern are Albert E. MacPhail and
months. 29 days. Funeral Tuesday at Wilbur A. Fogg.
■ta; alert tbe Heart
1.30 o'clock from residence.

INDIGESTION

Hamilton At Rockland. Aug. 18.
Harvey L Hamilton, aged 62 years. 10
months. 24 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock from residence. 35 Camden
street Burial at Sea View cemetery
Waldron—At Rockland. Aug
19.
Blanche Hatch, widow of Sumner
Waldron, aged 70 years. 9 months.
24 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2
o'clock from residence. 196 South
Main street. Burial In Achorn ceme
tery.
Gardner—At Rockland. Aug. 19. Allen
Gardner, aged 51 years. 10 months
Funeral Thursday at 3 o'clock from
residence. Interment ln Achorn ceme
tery
Niemi—At
Thomaston.
Aug.
19,
Emma A . wife of Charles A Niemi,
aged 71 years, 2 months. 12 days. Fu
neral from the residence on St. George
road. Thomaston, Thursday at 2
o'clock.

Search for Adelbert Thompson
of the schooner Eleanor was in
terrupted in a most satisfactory
manner yesterday morning when
the elderly toiler of the seas put
into Rockland harbor with a giant
tuna fish on board. He had made
his way from Matinicus Rock,
where he had last been seen, in
rough weather, but modestly de
clined to pose as a hero.

Rockland High School class of
1939 will hold its first reunion Sun
day, at Oakland Park. Members
CARD OF THANKS
will meet at 12.30, in front of the
I wish to thank my neighbors and High School, and are asked to take
friends for the many letters and gifts
their own lunches and cars. Wives,
sent to me during my Illness
George A. Greenrose. Jr
husbands and sweethearts are in
West Rockport.
•
vited. Those in need of transporta
Peru has made voting compul tion, or those who have transporta
sory for all males between the ages tion to offer, are asked to call Miss
Patricia Hall, 357-M, or Miss Inez
of 21 and GO.
Bowley, 753.

Write foi Talent Test (No Fee)
Give age and occupation

Write F

DANCING
Every Wed.

100*105

Music By

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
(M. 7S1-1 ar 781-U
118-11$ LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MB.

119-tf

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE
97Ttf

“Firpo” Frye’s Wood Yard
SUMMER WOOD
(Dry Fitted)

Price 75c per foot, delivered
TEL. 1366

99-131

THIS WEEK ONLY

AT GLEN COVE
Because of Union Fair
Dance Next Wednesday
as usual and Every
Wednesday thereafter

local girl. Miss Roberta Holbrook,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hol
Due to very little vegetation In
brook. who will teach the social the froben north it is impossible to
studies, history and geography, ln produce alcoholic beverages.
the 5th-8th departmental grades.
Miss Holbrook is a graduate of
Rockport High and was graduated
RE-OPENING
from Gorham Normal School, Class
1940. Her teacher training was ac
quired in the Gorham Training
School and also at Westbrook 8th
At Rockland's
Grade.

ROLLER SKATING

Optometrists of the Rockland
Zone of tlie Maine Association of i
Optometrists will meet In the of
fices of Dr. Bradford Burgess. |
Thursday at 7.30 p. m. for their
semi-monthly meeting with Dr.
Burgess in charge.

The ONE
And Only Answer To a

Hot and Muggy Day—

LEMON

SHERBET
Cooling,

Our Lemon Sherbet is made
from carefully

selected lemons

and sweet, rich Cream.

Ours is NOT a water sherbet.

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS ti CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

EVERY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
AND SATURDAY

S. E. EATON

NEW MUSIC

TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

NEW DECORATIONS

Lawrence Rowe. 264 Main street,
won the $50 award for Dollar Days.
Mr.s. Donald T. Leigh, second, Mr. j
and Mrs. W. D. Gage third. F.
' Shute, F. W. Sidensparker. Mabel I
. Thorndike. Mrs. O. A. Wellman and j
Danny Gatti were the other win- 1
tiers. All were from Rockland ex-1
j cept Mr. Sidesnparker who comes'
i from Warren. The awards await
I claiming at the Chamber of ComI merce office. Dollar Days were
1 uniformly successful all along the
I street with merchants and public
alike highly satisfied wilh the re
sults.

quenching,

wholesomely delicious.

OCEAN VIEW

NEW FLOOR

thirst

BINGO
V. F. W. HALL—EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
ADMISSION 20 CENTS
20
GAMES
20

Followed by Twenty Special Games

DOOR. EXTRA CARD, ATTENDANCE PRIZES
Madelon Will Be Seeing You

Join
's crusade against
SCREWDRIVERS'and'SCREWJAYS

n

‘When the Shore-the-Rooo
movement darted, traffic
officials welcomed it—but no
ont cou^ have predicted it
would reach its present amazing site. Now, going after
the heedless pedestrian as well
as driver, this crusade is doubly
deserving of success I”

■
i ,

jbi

Director of the American Rood Builders’ Association

¥
■a

o

~ ~

JACK-IN-THE-BOX “SCREW
DRIVER" Pop!-he'a out of the
door into traffic. Let the brake*
squeal! . . . Remember, your engine
uaea J fimea aa much gasoline in low
and second gears at in high—when a
"Screwdriver" or "Screwjay" brings
you to a need leas otop, you p»y.

‘I *

fs

>*-******^
'

•:z

9400

JRwM;

COMING AUG. 26
SHARE-THE-ROAD
SAFETY SQUADRON

SLEEPWALKING “BCREWJAY”
—Vacant stare and measured tread—
all thio preoccupied gent needs io a
nightgown! . .“Screwjays”—heedless,
reckleu pedestrians—cause 10% of all
our time-wasting, fuel-wasting Stopand-Go driving to say nothing of
hundreds of needless accidents.

A special puppet show with little
“Screwdrivers” ami “Screwjays.”
Watch how they tangle traffic when
they misbehave!
A unique safety-test device for all
car drivers, ’l ake It yourself and sea
how quickly you react tu the lines*
pected when driving.

Ambulance Service

a
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
8 CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL 162
ROCKLAND. MB.
M-tf

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

NO DANCE

Miss Fuller and Miss
Holbrook Will Join the
School Staff

rpp
jtt

You will thank us for urg
ing you to stop by to take
home some of our lovely
Flowers! A few blossoms
here and there about the
rooms, will bring new
charm to your home. And
a nosegay pinned to your
coat or frock will add some
thing no tailor could ever
provide for smart-appear
ances I

GLEN
COVE

What approached a civic emer
gency led Mayor Veazie to call to
gether yesterday S representative
group of citizens to see what should
be done about the retention and
operation of public health nursing
in this city.
As previously reported ln thesi
columns the collapse of Commun
ity Chest has forced Knox Count}
Chapter, American Red Cross, tt
liscontinue that part of its work
which was the public health nurs
ing service in Rockland, supported
by funds from the Chest.
It developed at yesterday's meet
ing from Chairman Keryn ap Rict
of Knox County Chapter, that dis
continuance of tlie nursing service
was in line with tlie policy of Na
tional Red Crass which desired tt
devote all Its energies to its pri
mary objetives—disaster relief at
home and the all important effort
to save cur civilization through
refugee and war relief in Europe
A small balance ln the public con
tributed funds of tlie Red Crass will
suffice to carry the nursing serv
ice up to September, said Chairman
Rice.
Yesterday’s meeting, comprising a
cross section of the city's manhood
felt it unthinkable that so vital a
part of the city's social structure
as the nursing service be discon
tinued and discussed the program
from every angle. Unanimous ap
proval of the scope and type of
work as conducted under Red Cross
supervision was expressed.
Eventually a five man commit
tee was named to study the prob
lem and to present a plan of or
ganization and operation, if pos
sible, next Monday. The group
comprised John M Richardson, H.
P. Blodgett, Dr. Charles B. Pop-

They don't feed me. goodness knows
But plenty for you all round my feet
They don t seem to care If I never eat."
The scare-crow said. "I'll never tell
How much com they'll have to sell.
For they can't trust me here all alone,
I'm starved to death, to the marrow
bone.
Now what would you do if In my
place?
When your hat's pulled on to cover
your face.
Miss Geneva Fuller of Hallowell Arms out still and legs so straight?
They never care If I stay out late.
has been elected to fill the vacancy Passers-by Just stare at me.
In the teaching staff at the Rock Sometimes laugh at what they see
What do I care. I obey the law.
port High School. Mtss Fuller ls Just hope they never sock my Jaw.
a graduate of Hallowell High School Did you say lonesome? Well. I'll say;
For a true lrlend a good price I'd pay;
Class 1936, and was graduated last Never yet been called a beauty.
So come on ln. crows, don't be shy.
June from Bates College with A. B 1 can't talk, so I'll never lie
They put me here Just for a teat—
degree. Her teacher training was I never thought the Idea was best.
acquired at Wilson Academy. Dur i For crows are always my best friends.
And on them wholly my life depends;
ing her college course she partici So why does a farmer work so hard?
pated a great deal In outdoor sports I realty am Che drawing card."
Ah me! for the life of a scare-crow
and games and in the playing of No harm to anyone could he show?
Gets weather-beaten and shabby In
girls' basketball.
auch a short life.
to bother, rather husband
The subjects which she will teach No family
or wife.
are history, Government and bi Scare-Crows are a race all by them
selves.
ology and she will also coach the Neither
white or black but Just plain
elfs . . .
girls' athletic teams.
Some day a farmer'll hope to know
Another addition to the teaching Just why he built that big Scare Crow!
staff of the Rockport Schools is a
E. I. CRAM

JS

SOME FOR YOU

AT

Care of The Courier-Gazette

plestone, Rev. E. O Kenyon and Dr.
THE GARDEN SCARE CROW
Walter P Conley. These men wlll
[For The Courier-Gazette]
welcome any well meahing, con The scare crow said. "Come on In
structive sugestion.
crows;

Citizens Group Feels It
Must Continue and Ap.
,
points Planning Committee Rockport teachers

Ou trapped la the eUMsaeh or full at may art Ilka a
bslr-trtgrer on the heart At the flret ilgn of dutreu
smart man aad eomee depend on Boll-ana Tablet! to
art gaa free. Mo lauUva hot made of tha faetertaetlag modklnoa known for arid Indigestion. If the
FI BUT DOBK doaant prove Roll-ana hotter, return
hoUle to ue and receive DOl'BLJC Money Back.

IF YOU LIKE TO

DRAW, SKETCH or PAINT

The Nursing Service

Page Three

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
100-101

A spec tally equipped safety crusader
car which will cruise through traffic
pointing out traffic violations—
commending courtesy.

Crusade to tut STOP-and-GO driving 35%
ODAY more than 5,000,000 mo “Screwjays”—cause a full
torists have banded together in a third of all Stop-and-Go,
great, nation-wide crusade — the
to say nothing of needless
“Share-the-Road” Club.
accidents.

T

•

•

Spec ial "Screwdrivers” and “ScrewJays" as they pull their traffic boners.

FREE I BRING 1HI WHOLE FAMILY

•

Their goal is to reduce time-wast
ing, fuel-wasting Stop-and-Go driving
35% by substituting courtesy for dis
courtesy when driving and walking!

To take your stand against these traffic

Heedless motorists — ‘ * Sere wdri vers”—and heedless pedestrians —

the-Road Emblem for your car FREE.

pests, join the Share-the-Road Club at

your Shell dealer’s today! You’ll re
ceive the new Day-and-Night ShareIt tells the world you Share the Road!

This DAY-and-NIGHT SHARE-THE-ROAD

,

[mblem FREE al your Shell Dealer’s >>
Damariscotta Garage, Damariscotta M. A. Sprowi,
Francis Dyer,
Quincy Peabody,
Hope
Edwin Kenrick,
Dean & Eugley,
Lincolnville Ctr.
Don Perry,
Harold Ralph,
Waldoboro A. C. Grover,
Thomaston Garage,
Thomaston Laurence Miller,
Miller’s Service Station, Thomaston Sea View Garage, Inc.,

Rockland
Rockland
Rockland
Rockland
Rockland
Rockland
Rockland

Walter Tolman,
Rockland
Frank Johnson,
Rockport
Sea View Filling Station,
Camden
Bay View Garage, Inc.,
Camden
George Jacobs,
South Hope
L. F. Barker ,
Union
Charles Bowman,
Washington

WALDOBORO
IOU3SE MTLTJgg
porrespondeo|
' <5 ft ft ft
Tel. 27

Every-Other-Day
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FRIENDSHIP

Somewhere In Warren

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton have
returned to Prince Bay, Staten
Island, after spending two weeks at
the Wotton home.
Mrs. Arthur MacFarland is gain
ing rapidly in health and will re
turn home soon from the hospital.
Mrs Theresa Shuman of Dutch
Neck was recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Burns.
Miss Lucille Mank who spent a
week with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Albion Wotton, has re
turned to her Rockland home.
Mrs. Ira L. Wotton, accompanied
by Jean Oliver and “Buddy" Oliver,
daughter and son of Mr. and Mrs
Fred Oliver went Saturday to North
Weymouth where they will be
guests for two weeks of Mrs. Ger
trude Oliver. Mr. Oliver, who is
foreman of the Kelley Yard, Inc.,
writes that they are very busy and
working overtime.
Mrs Herbert Benner and infant
daughter are with her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Norman Carter of
Medomak, on a visit.
Miss Lucille Prior has returned
to Medomak after visiting Miss
Priscilla Wotton.
Gertrude Oliver, grand guard of
the Grand Temple of Maine.
Pythian Sisters, and district deputy
grand chief went recently to Port
land where she was met by the .
grand cnief. Wilma Jordan who This
was her guest for a few days at her |
Naples cottage, Mrs. Jordan entertained at dinner Sunday. her
guests being other grand officers I
of the Orand Temple.

Lakewood Theatre
Harry Carey, the noted film
! star, who is appearing this week j
with the Lakewood Players in Eu- j
gene O’Neill s “Ah Wilderness, is |

SENTER £ CRANE'S

The Top Notch Sewing Club met
Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Elmer Wincapaw in West
Waldoboro. Members enjoyed a
shore dinner Friday at Trail s End.
Ash Point. Those making the
trip were Mrs. Elmer Wincapaw.
Mrs. Harold David, Miss Hazel
Wellman. Mrs. Harold Flanders.
Mrs Claude Fitch, Mrs. George
Hahn, Mrs. Willis Ralph, Miss
Margaret Cuthbertson and Mrs.
Earl Benner. Mrs. Benner will be
hostess Thursday.
Misses Elise Marcho and Nancy
Marcho are visiting their father
in Newport.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Merry and
daughter, Ann, of Torrington,
Conn, are visiting Miss Oertrude
Striped Coney
Newbert and Mrs. Geneva Welt
5
Ethel Bari ymore
coat in
perfectly
and also relatives in Edgecomb.
straight
silhouette,
Mrs. Henry Mason and her
with narrow band
mother. Mrs. Henry Palmer re
proving himself to be one of the
collar and squared
most popular stars ever to have
turned Friday from a visit in
shoulders.
Antique
Plaistow. N. H. They were accom
acted at Lakewood. “Ah Wilderness"
gold buttons
and
is a ’family' play of the early 20th
panied on the trip by Anson Glid
chain trim the neck.
century, slightly reminiscent of
den of Rockland.
Several fans from here attended
j “Life With Father," and ls one
hoto was made bv Alton Hall Blackington. Doubtless many readers can identify the residence shown. that young and old alike are cerOther Fur Coats, to $275.00
the baseball game at Wiscasset
Sunday when the Wiscasset A. C.
------------------------------------------------ tain to enjoy.
Other Back-to-College Coats
defeated the Augusta Loggers by
As the last offering of Lakewood's
Mrs Cornelius Overlook and Mrs. health for several years. However.
a score of 4 to 3 in one of the
Edwin Boggs attended the Wiscas- she was able to be about as usual, first Drama Festival, the Lakewood
include:
finest games ever seen in this sec
sett Open Home Day Wednesday. previous to her death. She will be Players will present Ethel Barrynn-ed by friends and associates, in more in Sheridan s classic comedy
tion.
ftftftft
Harris Tweed at
$19.75
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Titus and
this ccmmunity and especially will The School for Scandal."
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
AT .KN A L. STARRETT
There
will
be
a
special
Wednesfamily of South Eliot are spend CUSHING
i her death cause a vacancy in the
Fur Trim Sports, 29.50 and Up
Mr. and Mrs. Charles, Hathorn home where
resided. and also day matinee of “The School for
Correspondent
ing a vacation at Levensaler cot
Robert Landis of Ohio is guest
and
three
sons
of
Waltham,
Mass,
Covets and Tweeds,
in Puritan Rebekah Lodge of which 1 Scandal" Aug. 28 at 280. as well
tage at Back Cove.
of Victor Whittier at hls Oay's
were weekend visitors at the home she was a past noble grand and a ; as the regular Saturday matinee on
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay and Mrs. Island cottage.
Tel
of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Hathorn.
Zipper Lined Coats, I
Virgil Morse attended a meeting
willing helper in all Its activities as, Aug. 31.
Mrs. Clinton Webber, daugthers.
Miss Helen Lang and niece. Miss . icng as health permitted.
Announcement has been made
of Pemaquid Chapter of D.A.R Alice and Nancy of Salem. MassGeorge W Walker will be chair
-asaja,
Saturday at the home of Mrs. Nora ' wf voting Mrs. Kary Hall Other man of the men's supper Thurs- Doris lang oi W • S merv.'.’.e.j cousins in Rcxk'.and and Cam-' that the Lakewood Theatre will
Mass.,
were
callers
Sunday
at
the
]
den
are
the
only
surviving
relatives
close
Saturday
night,
Sept.
21.
The
Chase in Edgecomb.
guests to soon be entertained there I ^y at
congregational chapel
home of Mrs. Emma M. Torrey.
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Waltz of I are: Mr and Mrs. Thomas O Con- under the auspices of the Circle.
I Mis. Torrey was the daughter of | plays which have been selected are |
Ann Arbor. Mich., are spending a nor of New York city.
Dr. Ralph Wiley and son Howard the late George and Caroline (Hall) I as follows: “The Show Off." the* Hope" Vallee MacLaughlin and
Mr. and Mrs. George Kirk of
vacation at their home here.
Lives.
Dr. and Mrs. Whitaker of Brook- New York, have been making their of Ayer. Mass., were recent guests Torrey who in former years resided I week of Sept. 2; "Private
j
, «...’ i Mary Lamb: old time song, group,
Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Glidden lyn. N. Y. are at Pilot Point for headquarters at the Hillcrest of William J. Hastings.
the week of Sept. 9: and Skylark ■
group was invited to meet
in the Waliston district.
WHITE Spitz dog found near Oak
of Melrose. Mass., and Harold Glid a visit with Mrs. Charles Bailey.
with Ann Mason, the closing week
tj,e home of Mr. and Mrs. James land
| Homestead while visiting relatives
Mr. and Mrs. A. W Smith and
Mav be had by paying for
1 of Sept. 16. Following Miss Barry MacLaughlin, Old County road. ad FPark
den of Woburn. Mass., are passing
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holder of in this town
M. CLIFFORD Tel 44-5 100-lt
Mrs Emma M. Torrey spent Sun SOUTH THOMASTON
more's
appearance,
the
prices
will
the week with their father, E. A. Malden. Mass., have returned home
Rockland, the third Wednesday in
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham Teague day with Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Com "Eor the Ixive of Music"
return to the regular price level of August, 1941.
Glidden.
after sepnding a vacation with Mr. have returned to Canaan. Conn. stock of Rockland.
An evening's entertainment for 75 cents and *1.10 including tax.
Mrs. Stanley Bailey and Mrs. and Mrs. W. B. Holder.
Mabel Heald, Sec.
Mr and Mrs. David Sivewright
after spending a month at their
the Church-Grange Fair to be held 1
William Brown of Philadelphia arRev. and Mrs. O. G. Duffield of Summer pome.
and daughter. Miss Agnes Sive
COMPETENT hou»ekepper wanted for
rive today to visit Mrs. Bailey's Phoenixville. Pa., and Martinsville.
- siwe^keag Grange WEST RQCKPORT
Mr and Mrs. Lorimer Dixon of wright in company with Rev. and
ro weeks, about Sept 16
Three
Vfrc
m
ZZX
m
ond
I
*
three-act
play"
w
_____
.
mother. Mrs. Maude C. Gay.
n one adult
WALTFR H
were in town recently to visit old- Fairfield were overnight guests Mrs. John Sivewright and daugh
Fires at the Brown farm formerly
ROG
ERS
Tel
1009
M
__________
100*10
2
let
entitled
“
All
for
the
Love
of
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E. Mank time friends.
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Chester ter of Binghamton. N. Y. motored
known as the Jim Walden place at
AdvcrtlzemenU ln thl» culumn no.
Music"
by
a
cast
of
10
girls.
MarGIRL
or
woman
wanted
at
once
to
of Miami, were visitors Saturday
George Vannah. Jr., is boarding Wyllie.
to Cadillac Mountain recently.
to exceed three lines lnsered once foi
) general housework and care for
at the home of his brother, Her with Mrs. Byron Thompson, while
rente, three times for 50 rents Ad
Stirling Hastings. Jr., has re
children
3 HARRISON AVE. CamThe grading of the new school
kiln road Sunday morning and on 25
dltlonal
lines
Ove
cents
each
for
ont
|
Baum,
Geraldine
Jackson.
Lucy
en.100-lt
bert E. Mank.
his father is in Boston on business. building has improved the grounds turned to Camden after spending
the wood lot of Oliver Ccunce at time, 10 cents for three times. Flvt
Rackliffe,
Ava
Wiggin.
Victoria
Rev. and Mrs. Oscar G. Barnard
Ella Maloney of Portland spent greatly and the corner at the a few days with his grandfather.
MAN over 40 willing to work 8 hours
.mall words to a line.
a day. tt days a week at about 119 50
Wiggin. Amy Rackliff, Idabelle Mt. Pleasant ln Warren caused
are passing a vacation at their ; the past week with her sister Mrs junction of Union street and the William J. Hastings.
anxiety. The local fire department
weekly to start. Steady, year-round
I Wiggin, Evelyn Norton and Mrs
farm home in Northport.
! Sarah Seavey.
work No lay-off or part-time Write J.
cross road, has made a much safer Miss Eva K. Torrey
1 attended to the Brown fire but the
Frances Norton.
R EDDIE. 231 Johnson Ave., Newark.
Charles E. Flanders. 77. died Sat
Mrs. W. C. Maloney has returned I corner of a blind intersection,
I
Warren
iiremen
and
the
Jefferson
99*100
The death of Miss Eva K. Torrey. I The guest artists will be: Spald-.
urday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. from a visit with her brother Sher- , The new bridge l, painted a mea life-long resident of Saint George I ing Hodsdon. violinist, of Oorham L®okout fire-warden fought the
WOMAN wanted for general hou.*e
1940
WILLYS
>i-ton
pick
up
for
sale,
Theodore Feyler. Mr. Flanders burn Carter in Loudville.
| dium green, the color contrasting
equipped with heater and defroster work Must live ln MRS R L. STRAT
occurred suddenly Aug. 7 at the and this place: Miss Dorothy Baum. °‘ler'
was born in this town and was
Wll’ sell at a bargain. E O PHIL- TON, 39 purchase St___________ 99-101
Mrs. Laura Flinton is suffering ’ nicely with the white concrete,
BROOK Ai SON. 632 Main St.. Tel
by trade, a blacksmith. He is 1 from an injured leg caused by a i poultry men are reminded that home of her brother-in-law. Frank [ reader; Oliver Hamlin. Jr., "Bob"
SIX pair blinds wanted.
and family of New York who are 4G6-W City
97-tf
CALL Postal Telegraph
100*102
survived by one brother. John L. JaU| the iportant meeting tonight at Brown with whem she resided many Waterman. William Nuppler, Elsie Summering at Peak's Island and
HOUSE trailer for aale. 7 x16' partial
Flanders and by several nieces and I Mrs. Ethel Delano, stage driver, i olover hail, will start promptly at years.
; Norton, musical quartet. Curtain
MAID
wanted
for
general
housework.
ly
finished
Trade
for
power
boat.
William Fogler of Philadelphia
and references required.
Funeral services were held at the at 8 o'clock.
E. D. W.
nephews. Private funeral services is confined to her home with a I g 30. The addresses by Hoer Hunt100 102 Experience
TEI. 1161-M_____________________ 99-Tf
were weekend guests of Mrs. M A. 80'J PLEASANT ST
residence.
Rev.
Guy
Mark
of
Con------------------will be held from his home Tues- | sprained ankle.
Meanwhile Mr | lngton. head of the New England
TRELLISES arbors, fencing, bird
Fogler and Miss May Fegler.
MIDDLE-aged woman wanted for
hou*e« for sale: novelties built to or housekeeping
A machine placed on exhibition
day at 1 30 p. m.. Rev. Mary Gib Delano and son are driving the Egg Institute, and by Waino Ber- cord N H.. who summers here ofNo children, famlly of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Keller
of
Milder
R WES CRAFT SHOP 14 Prcaflciating
in
the
absence
of
a
local
in
the
Science
Museum
in
London
3 I. M BLOOD, Tel 567 . 32 Mechanic
son omclating. Burial will be in mail stage
cotSt.
City.
100-105
i naa of Fitchburg. Mass., general
ton
Mass
.
are
visiting
Mr.
Keller's
61
Camden
M»1W
the family lot in North Waldoboro.
Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Van Deman j manager of the United Co-opera- pastor. Burial was in the family is baffling everyone. It was cre father. D. M Keller and other rela
PRACTICALLY new 16-gauge Fox
upholster.
FURNITURE
wanted
to
Walter Pinkham, about 60 years of Friendship accompanied by Mrs. | tive Farmers Inc. will be in English, lot in Seaside cemetery. Bearers ated by John Watt for reproducing
Pterlir.gworth special built bird gun called for and delivered 1T J FLEMtives.
for aale. TEL. Rockland 287-J or Union INO. 19 Birch St Tel 212-W 90*97 ft
of age died at midnight Sunday j Marion Knapp and daughter Karol j and all poultry men in this section were William Barter. Edward Bick- sculpture. Wat used is successfully
31.
%
97 102
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Blair
Lamson
cf
in Memorial Hospital. Damarls- ' of this town recently enjoyed a are Invited. The program is un more. David Sivewright and Irving but nobody else has. It ls so lntrl- Belmont. Mass., were recent guests
OLENWOOD E range for aale. with
Cook.
cate
that
only
the
inventor
has
cotta after a short illness. He is I motor trip to Hamden. Bangor der the auspices of the Union
Ivr" oil burner and also coal and
: of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson.
Miss Torrey had been in failing ever been able to understand it.
survived by one brother, Wilbur | Bucksport and other places
wood grates. Price right. Call 28 MA
Farmers
Co-operative
Trading
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Blake
and
SONIC ST
BriM
Pinkham of Boothbay Harbor. Fu
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Payson have Club.
!
son
Kenneth
of
Beverly,
Mass.,
who
FURNISHED house, 6 rooms, bath
DRY fitted Summer wood 75c per
neral services will be held at Flan- returned to Southport.
Recent callers at the home of
| have been visiting in this vicinity foot delivered FIRPO FRYE Tel garage. cheerful, good location Call
der's funeral residence Wednesday
10O-10C
11
BIRCH ST
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Purcell of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Boggs were
1.766
99
101
' returned home Sunday. Accomat 3 o'clock.
1939 ’2-ton Dodge truck driven 2 000
Laurelton, N. Y.. have been guests Mr. and Mrs. George Shaw -and
FIVE-room house to let at 171 So.
|
panied
by
Mr
Blake
s
sister,
Mrs.
miles for sale, or would swap for pul Main St.. Rockland: bath, electricity
Donald Arthur Smith, infant of Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl. They Miss Grace Ellis of Central Falls.
Alice Tolman they motored Wed- let* Inquire 126 THOMASTON ST
Address BOX 391. Oak Bluffs, Mass
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith motored Wednesday to Bar Har R. I.
99*101
98 100
I nesday to West Franklin for a visit
of Warren, formerly of this town, bor and visited Cadilac Mountain.
Delco
light
plant
for
aale.
with
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Jacques of
ROOMS
to
let
at
15
Orove
St
Tel
I
with
relatives.
heavy duty Iron clad batteries, also 32
died Sunday in Rockland Funeral
The rainbow supper at the town Marlboro, Mass., who have been
93-tf
volt radio; two 32-volt '« h.p motors 579 W MBS FWRA COLLINS
Rev.
and
Mrs.
J.
W,
Hvssong
of
services will be held at the grave house with Miss Jeannette Wales spending a vacation in Cushing
a lot cf lamps This Is ln the
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
Brunswick and family are guests «.«d
best of condition HAROLD E DEAN. suitable for couple; garage lf desired
Tuesday at 10 o'clock Rev. Harold housekeeper assisted by Thelma were callers recently on relatives
99-101 C A EMERY Tel 436 M
, of Mr and Mrs. F. L. Newbert at RFD. 2. Lincolnville.
94-tf
Nutter officiating. Burial will be . Wales and June ' Payson, was a in this town.
VOSS'S lcea. Try our lemon cream
I their Reeky Pond cottage.
FOUR-room furnished apt . elec, re
ln the Shuman cemetery.
sherbet; also cut flowers sprays and
success, netting $25.20. Following
Mr. and Mrs. Gorham Davis and
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Pierce of sweet peas C A VOSE Brooklyn frigerator. automatic heat and hot
this was a supper with Mrs. Mason two children of Marlboro. Mass.,
j Portland were at their farm for the Heights. Thomaston. Tel. 180-11. 98-100 water Tel. 318-W MRS FROST 90 tf
Knapp
and
Miss
Barbara
Fales
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
SPRUCE HEAD
HYDRAULIC holster with 1‘i-yd.
FURNISHED, two room apartment
weekend.
steel body, cheap for cash. Cell EARL
rfth bath FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St..
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Mourton of housekeepers, which netted *21.70. McKeller.
A prayer meeting service will be LUDWTO. Tel Lincolnville 12-3 98-100 *el 330.
92-tf
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs
Unionville, Mass., were weekend The next supper with the same
held at the church Wednesday at
1938 CHEVROLET master de luxe 4
FURNISHED
apartments
with
bath
to
housekeepers
will
be
tonight
at
the
have returned to Belmont. Mass,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
7 30. in the auditorium. Rev. J. W. door town sedan for sale E O PHIL le- V. F STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel
BROOK At SON. 632 Main St Tel 330 or fl54
town house at 6 o'clock.
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
92-tf
Cleveland.
Hyssong will be the speaker.
466-W
08-100
Harry Oordon and other relatives
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Tinney enter
Tlie Mission Circle will meet
1938 PLYMOUTH de luxe 2-door town
sedan for aale E O PHILBROOK At
tained over the weekend Mr. and Union Chapel Thursday at 8 p. m. ln this town.
’ Thursday afternoon with Mrs. SON.
632 Main St.. Tel 466-W
98-100
Mrs. E. L. Shaw, who has been
Mrs. Alex Phillips of Braintree, Prof. C. W. Snow will read from
| Emma V. Leach.
1936 CHRYSLER six. town sedan for
his
collected
poems.
visiting
in
Marlboro.
Mass.,
has
re

Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Burton
| Simmons Reunion
sale E O PHILBROOK Ai SON. Tel
COTTAGE to let at Dynamite Reach
turned to the home of her daugh
466 W 6.32 Main St
98-100 Electric
Rogers of Exeter. N. H.
lights, electric stove, electric
ter Mrs. Willard Boggs., motoring
The 54th annual reunion of the
1935 FORD de luxe. 2-door sedan for refrigerator, screened ln porch, flush
Mrs. Clarence Beal has returned
sale.
E
O
PHILBROOK
At
SON.
Tel
toilet. Available Aug 24. MRS FRED
here with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Simmons family was held Wednes 466-W. 632 Main St
from Lubec after a months visit
98-100 LINIKEN. Tel 291-W
96-tf
day at the Mt. Pleasant Grange,
Weeks of Marlboro who have 'been
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
1934 FORD de luxe 2 door sedan for
FURNISHED cottages at Spruee
spending a vacation at Casco Bay.
hall in West Rockport. The morn sale E O PHILBROOK & SON Tel Head ta let. Electrle refrigerator, lb
Guy Lyons.
93 100 yards from ocean waters, with sail
Mrs. Perley Damon entertained
ing was devoted to preparations 466-W 632 Main St
A food sale under the auspices
ANTIQUE glass door knobs for sale, and row boats. Reasonable rates. Avail
Wednesday
at
lunch
and
cards,
for
dinner
by
the
women
and
con

of the Union Chapel Society will
11 PLEASANT ST . after 5 p. m 98*100 able Aug 25 Fifteen minutes ride on
tarred road from Rockland H WINMrs. Frank French, Mrs. Ralph Jeffrey Lynn and Brenda Marshall are co-starred in the new mystery versation by the men.
be held in the Community hall
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale with
100-102
Tripp of Rockland and Mrs. John
After dinner, the session was calf W. A AYER. Union. Tel Union CHENBAUOH Tel 997-W
thriller, “Money and the Woman”
Thursday from 3 to 6 p. m. In
H8-1OO
COTTAGE at Ash Point for aale, fur
Clayter of Camden.
called to order by the president 16-21.
Inquire. 76 PARK ST., after
PLENTY of green telephone peas for nished
Mr. and Mrs. Moreton Aston of
Rcbert Simmons and opened with sale
94-tf
Fresh picked vegetables and cut 3 p. m
prayer.
flowers STYLES FARM. Oakland Park
Brooklyn, N. Y.. were weekend
COTTAGE at Holtday Beach to let by
Tel
256-14
98-100
month or season: lights, spring water;
These officers were chosen: Rob
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
EIOHT room houae for Male at OwIm shore lot Tel. 237-W or 625 115 Park
Boggs.
ert S. Simmons, president; Eugene Hcad
All modern. 1'.. acre- Ideal st.. city
*»’"
Lamb, Alfred Benner, vice presi year-round or Summer home Two 8Mrs. Annie Moody and Mrs. Wil
room
houses
for
sole
In
Rockland
at
dents; Mabel Heald, secretary; attractive prices, also a country’ store
lis Moody attended the Moody re
Fred L. Simmons, treasurer; Ella with house attached. Terms arranged.
union held Wednesday in Noble
boro.
Simmons chaplain; Charles Sim L A THURSTON. Tel. 1159, City. 93 tf
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $1 50;
18 FT sailboat for hire, reference*
mons. Susie Lamb, obituary com Snwed.
A three-year-old cow moose was
$1 40; long. $1.30. M. B. Ac C. O and deposit required. TEL. 750-M or
92 tf 258-W 10 a m. to 12 a m and 6 p.
mittee; Mrs. William Simmons, PERRY. Tel 487
seen early one morning recently,
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to m to 8 p m.___________________ 99*101
Mrs. Ivy MacLaughlin. Miss Hattie
100 feet at the rear of the home of
let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 In beam. Oood
AFTER this date I will pay only
William Fowle.
Lamb, committee on time and condition
Safe Less than two years those bills whleh I contract person
place: Vallee MacLaughlin. Mary old ApplIV LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14 ally I BLAND A CARGILL. East ThetWeekend guests of Mrs. Ellen
71’100 ford. Vt.
99*101
Lamb, Ruth Benner, entertainment Oay St. City.
Wellman and Maurice Wellman
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6'. round
committee.
were Mrs. Ada Gerring of East
AFTER this date I will not be re
bottom, center-board, g^ff-rlgged; new
for the payment of bills con
The cbituary committee reported ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS. sponsible
Rochester, Mass., Esten Blake of
69-tf tracted by my wife Frances Withee
the deaths of Charles Simmons, 119 Summer 8t.. Cltv.
HERBERT E WITHEE Swans Island.
Augusta. Mrs. Laura Blake. Miss
D 8c H hard coal. egg. stove, nut Aug 14. 1910__________________ 98 MOO
Warren and Stella Simmons, A $14.50
Marion Blake. Mrs. Wilma Stanley
per ton. del. Household soft coal
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster
collection was taken. Voted to give $8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft
and Miss Ruth Hutchinson of
not
screened
ton del.; screened. $10 ttlmulants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets
the treasurer power to pay for the ton del. M. $9
Rockland, and Miss Rosa Spear.
B «Sc C. O PERRY 519 often needed alter 40 by bodies lack
Main St. Tel. 487
,
92 tf Ir.g Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
use of the hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mank' of Mi
Vitamin B-l Get 35c size today. Call,
The oldest member present was
ami are visiting Mrs. Zellie Weaver
wrttn C H. MOOR <b CO and all other
good cu’Jir stores.
94*105
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
Mrs. Harriett Burgess of Sears
and other relatives.
August 5. A. D. 1940
mont. 88. and Ralph MacLaughlin,
Mr. and Mis. Albert Woodward
Knox, ss.
8. was youngest.
of Southboro, Mass., have been
We. the undersigned, having been j
The program consisted of: Sing duly appointed by the Honorable Harry
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
E. Wilbur. Judge of Probate within
ing. “Ood Bless America" by group; and for said County. Commissioners
Campbell, at the Campbell farm.
salute to the flag, followed by sing to receive and decide upon the claims j
Philip Nash of Westboro, Mass.,
of the creditors of Earle McIntosh |
ing, “America;'' Recitation, Ralph late of Rockland ln said County, de
who came with them, will spend
MacLaughlin; duet, "Playmates" ceased. whose estate has been represen
the remainder of the summer with
ted Insolvent, hereby give public no
Theresa and Lucy MacLaughlin; tice. agreeably to the order of the said I
hls grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mail Film and 25c
Judge of Probate, that six months
reading,
Ella
Simmons;
vocal
solo,
Ernest Campbell.
from and after August 5. 1940 have
for 8 Prints and
Barbara Lamb; recitation, "Some been allowed to said creditors to pre
Mrs. William Barrett has re
body's Mother" Frank MacLaugh sent and prove their claims, and that
turned from a visit in Boston dur
one Enlargement
we will attend to the duty assigned
lin; song. “Little Sir Echo" Frank us as Commissioners, on August 27
ing which she attended the Tylerand
February
27.
1941
at
the
Probate
and Ralph MacLaughlin.
Blackwood wedding at the An
Court office at two of the dock ln
Original poems, dedicated to and the afternoon of each of said days.
dover-Newton chapel.
by
request
of
Robert
Simmons
were
STUART C. BURGESS.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Warren
Taylor
and
In
spite
of
the
eerie
mystery
which
overshadows
their
lives,
Joan
Fon

I. 1,
UNION, ME.
Lew Ayres has a lit''- truiihli in proposing fo Rita Johnson in this
AI-GNZO H TUCK
keene from “The Golden I'L -cim." nev. mmeda drama. Lloyd Nolan, Vir-I two children of Quincy, Mass., are taine and Laurence Olivier take time out for romance during the course written and read by Vallee Mac
94’lt
Commissioners.
of O.riti O. SfhBik’s “Rebecca.”
th.n Lire> Lto.i tiivi »ou - ui f'eiirttctuD ere
ua tue cast.
lat JUzi.-Geetie iVHey's
M-7-W0
Laughlin; vocal duet, "Whispering" .7-------

Striped
Coney

WARREN

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

5T*xl«'

TO LET

PARK THEATRE TODAY & WEDNESDAY

Summer Cottages

SELUaA

WANT-ADS

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

PARK, THURSDAY ONLY

MISCELLANEOUS

PHOTO
FINISHING

PAUL GUSHEE

Every-Other-Day
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STONINGTON

gether, we figuicd out a way of our QUARTER-CENTURY MARK
own to attain the desired result and
South Bristol Has Gala Day With
we weren't handicapped by prece
R XXS
Including An Upside Down, dent. Thus when an Interested car Speeches, Music and Fun
thur Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small,
MRS OSCAR C. LANK
Inside Out Window—
penter asked us wny we nude our
The weather man gave a per
Montie Small. Laurence Blood. Mr.
Correspondent
chimney crossing a window, we told fect Summer day as his share ln
G.
H.
R.
Builds
Cottage
and Mrs. Ezra Conway and Mrs.
hint it was because we wanted a
helping South Bristol celebrate its
window there and we wanted
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Miss Bernice Vinal returned Sun Annie Richards went on a motor
trip
Sunday
to
Northern
Maine.
chimney
there
also
That
being
the
25th anniversary Aug. 14
Tlie
day to Boston after a visit with her
I have an old fashioned leather
Mr. and Mrs Ezra Conway of
case, we put 'em there, and tt was Town Hall was prettily decorated
aunt, Mrs. Ernest Olidden.
bound bock here in which I occa
Vinalhaven are occupying the S.
just too bad If it ilidr't conform to with flags and bunting as were the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of A. MacDonald cottage for the Sum
sionally scratch down a memoran custom. Both of them work fine,
Waterville were in town over Sun mer.
dum for reference. The book has and nowadays when any one com- various booths and band stand.
day.
Opening the day's activities were
Mrs. Edith Dunn and children of
‘Cash embossed on it in gold let- ments on this particular bit of
Miss Ethelyn Strickland and Pepperill. Mass., are guests of her
the athletic events ir.clndirg the
ters. This ls an arrant misnomer architecture, wl tell them that it's
Grant Duell of Boston are guests mother Mrs. Maria Scarcl.
for none in our family has yet ex- 1 a new -wrinkle in alr conditioning, greased pig race with accompany
of her aunt. Mrs. L. R. Smith,
| Dr. and Mrs. William Dougal of
perlenced the necessity of setting presh ajr enters the building via ing squeaks, thrills and spills. Tne
Mrs. Louise Wareham arrived i Lansdowne. Pa., are visiting Dr.
down in black and white anything the window and the heat from the Waldoboro Band. Claude Fitch di
Saturday from Rochester. N. Y.
which remotely resembles "cash" chimney heats and dries it ns it recting. lurnlshed music. D nner
I and Mrs. Arnold Brown.
Mrs George Swears went Sunday |-";7-H;"n„ut<,hirson I
and when it should go clown in red, passes by enroute for 'he interior. was served at the Wawenock Coun
to Portland where Mr. Swears has of Walpole. Mass., are at the home
try Club at noon after which Ouy
we generally want to forget lt.
The next item on the dat reads Waltz of Waldoboro and Miss Ber
employment.
of Mrs. Virgil Gross.
I took the book down today for "water pipe $5.' We hooked it up
Miss Lillian Ross was home from 5 Bernice Dority has returned
the first time this year and the ourselves. This is followed by "Bur tha McIntosh of Rockland sang
Boston for over Sunday.
first notation which met my eye pee Furniture Co. (Cookstovet $22 solos and duets.
from Gorham Summer School and
Law'on Bray of Rockland was ls keeping house for Mrs. Florence
The afternoon program opened
was this:
Second hand of course’ Wiring and
weekend guest of his sister, Mrs. Shephard, who is on a trip to New
"Tax deed, Town of Northport, lights $20' Lavatory and tub $23.” with Maxwell Welch, master of
Dewey Brown.
York.
$12." Then followed these nota ‘Linoleum, $15.' and a number of ceremonies. Introducing Bltnn Per
Mrs. James Gregory attended the
tions ln succession: "Building $60 other Items (in which the expendi kins. county attorney of Boothbay
Mrs. Virginia Cousins and daugh
as guest speaker.
Mr.
' Hall family reunion held Aug. 14 ter Clarice are visiting relatives in
Tax 1935, $12.50. Land (Lincoln ture for paint loom large, the whole Harbor th”
’~p a flnp rfa{Urg
at Glen Cove. Mrs. Olive Gregory Bancroft.
I
ville lot and one-half Belfast lot amounting to $563
and Mjss xtdntosh by request sarg
and daughter Lillian of North Ha
An all-day session of the Calen- |
$108."
Later we figured our labor at. ..Qod
Anlprlca>. ,ccompiulled
ven also attended.
dar Club was held Wednesday at I
Harking back to 1936 when these I current prices for such work and
by the band. Bradford Redonnet
Douglas Brent and famlly of the home of Mrs. Eva Gray.
entries were made, those pencil found
amounted to $654. making
of Wiscasset was thc next speakFitchburg. Mass , are at Sunnybank
Mrs. Archie Long of East Blue
scratches had then put me ln pos-1 our cottage cost us exclusive of Its
,
er and delivered a stirring address,
cottage for two weeks' vacation
hill. Mrs. Richard Mallett of Farm
session of a two-storied frame build- ‘ furnishings, about $1217.
| Thp Waldoboro Band WM aug.
Evelyn Gregory of Plainfield. N ington. Homer Long and son Thur
ing facing the grove ln Bayside
We had built it from the ridge- mented by prani{ Young, cornetlst.
J„ was overnight guest Friday of ston of Providence w«re recent
where many years ago members of pole (which isn't there, to the rock Eddip Haye# gnd Everett Rlrllurdg>
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. guests of Dr. Lucy Abbott.
NIGHTLY novelty feature of the IXstcrn States Ex|M>sition'a famous horse show ami hippodrome at
the Maine Wesleyan Grove Camp foundation which we excavated aBohorns
and Stephen Kessell.
James Gregory.
Springfield, .Mass., from Kept- 15 to Sil will he the famous Graham family of Western riders In an
Guy Richardson of Boston ls
meeting Association used to sit on from the lot
and finally, just beof ,hp R(K.kbnd Band Frfd
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Chapman visiting friends here.
exhibition of trick riding, roping and thrilling stunts on horseback. All are hard, spectacular riders.
benohes
under
the treesmand
listen
In «nn«
nt
.„htv„r Icau?P
*°
peoplP had tO’d “* Castner of Waldoboro was manreturned to Boston Saturday, hav
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Briles of
to songs of praise and mightyef- we couldn'tuse those old shingle
ing been guests at Rockaway Inn. Arlington. Va.. are guests of Mr.
forts of oratory which drew visi again, we used them and shingled ager.
In thp evening George & Dixl?
Mrs. Chapman ls the granddaugh and Mrs Charles Brimigion.
SWANS ISLAND
tors from all over Eastern Maine.
the
fettr
sides
of
the
main
building
o
f
radj0 fan)e entertained. Beano
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Alls
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Barbour
Mrs. Katherine Nevells. R. N. is
Recently somebody was telling with them because we liked their
under the suiiervlsion of the Atnerlton Huntress, a former Summer home from the residence of Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Emery Barber
h*nw
and'hL^narpntx pam^dnirn
C°'°r' and 11 tb6y 1,0111 last can Legion added to the pleasure
resident of this town.
George B. Noyes where she has were dinner guests Sunday in At- I
how he and his parents came down as long as thf brand nea linoleum
d
,
da.
wilh
A delightful day was spent Fri been employed.
M outlay through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC. Boston;
lantlc.
from Bangor on a barge towed by a We've got in the kitchen, we'll eal muslc by the All Staters, rounding
day at the log cabin "The Falls" at
Mrs. Stephen McDonald of Ston
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Healey are
tug boat, landed at a wharf, which I em
out a very delightful day.
Dark Brock as guests of Mr. and occupying the Reuford Hamblen ington visited Sunday with her sis
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor,
is now cnly a pile of huge boulders
^Ve arp not especially proud of
B A M
Mrs. L. W. Lane and son Timothy. log cabin.
ter Mrs. Lilia Mouiden.
where thq children go to swim,
cottage we built. It Is the first
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Snell of
Glenna Spofford has returned
That bubbling fragrance of jams , pound blanched almonds, chopped laden with baggage which was effOrt we made ln the building line building a Summer home and needs
John Rule and son Jack of Water- from Lincolnville Girls’ Camp.
Kennebunk spent Sunday with her
Wash al! fruits well. Pare peaches, pulled up the hill by a yoke of oxen , and while «e built something in any advice we are in a position to
Jellies,
pickles and relishes always
town, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C.
Mrs. Lena Lucker of Portland is I mother Mrs. Nettie Milan.
plums
and pineapple and cut in and which Included empty straw wblch people could eat and sleep in supply lt. We don't expect lt to
Lane, Mrs. Cora Carlon and Mrs. visiting her mother Mrs. Ursula I Many Summer visitors have been rises from New England kitchens
small
pieces.
Halve grapes and ticks which were later filled with I comparative comfort, there was a be heeded any more than we heeded
Carrie Dickenson of Boston.
here this season. Cottages and along about the middle of August
Billings.
b sll;]
slice
orange
as
thin as possible straw brought in by the farmers and ! lot we dldn t know
L. E. Williams went Saturday to
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Adams of hotels are nearly all occupied.
upon which everybody slept, and ] a ]Ot we don’t know (and we've built the advice we got when we started
and
till
late
in
September
good
without
removing
the
peel,
and
i
;
evening
came
huge
birchI
".iZZ
"
v
??"
v
“
Anyway what wc mav have to .say
Fore River, Mass.
Mrs. Jack Sears of Massachu- I
New York are guests of the A. T.
over slow
np" evening came nuge Dircn other cottages since tliat tnnei bu:
sublet can be lumned into
setts is assisting in caring for hef I housewifely souls store away the cook all fruits together
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow Bartlett*.
...................... I wood flr6s were lighted at the four wp don t aIlow our lack of knowl.
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fire Cook until soft and well corners of the grove so that peo-!
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Mrs. James Robbins and infant j
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Measure
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Mrs.
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Torrey
is
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patches.
It's
a
soul-satisMass. Mr Winslow returned Sun daughter are at the home of Mrs.
pie could see as well as hear what cur windows to drep down Instead ' ' ur
' , " .WnLinu nf
relatives here for a few weeks.
j lying cccupation. tco. what with cup of sugar to each cup of fruit.
day night, but Mrs. Winslow will Margaret Hutchinson.
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that
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Rachel Joyce and Milched Kent the good spicy aromas, the reward- Cook very slowly and gently for 20
remain for a two weeks' visit with
It was an interesting story and and wh0 cares
| building a Summer camp. Its this.
Mrs. Susie Cousins who has been
her parents. Mr and Mrs. Almond employed at the home of Mrs. Bruce entertained the MethodLst Ladies ing rows of bright jars and bottles minutes then add almonds, chopped. told
bv Dr Charlp** Tarr of Hnnin'
t a
$
Oo uliCHtl snd do it. o
It .s «lotso Of
Continue cooking very slowly, stir ioio dj vr vnanes iarr oi namp , ^eve got one window now in r
Miller.
at Sunset arrived home this week. Aid in the vestry Thursday alter- and glasses . . and the good fladen.
who
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a
small
boy
and
u,
a
t
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co
ttage
which
an
enthusi!
Un
'
ring occasionally until conserve is
vors for next winter's meals.
Walter Lyford, Fred Chilles, Arlene Hendricks will take her noon.
is now well into his Eighties, and > astjc volunteer worker installed for
We have a few loves in the way of thick and clear: this will require it furnishes an interesting back
Kenneth Amiro. Fred Swanson and place for the remainder of the
Barbara Koster of Rocklar.d is
j us. He said he was a civil engineer DEER ISLE
two
hours
or
longer.
Pour
into
recipes
we
suggest
every
year
and
Henry Anderson were home over season.
vacationing with her great aunt
ground for the tumbled down “So ahd we were extremely civil to him
Dr Raymond Meunier of Indian
sterilized
glasses
and
seal
when
even’ y*>r there are new concoc
the weekend from Whitinsville,
ciety Cottage" cf those times which and allowed him to put ln that win- Orchard. Mass., has Joined his
Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick and uncle in Atlantic.
cocl.
tions
passed
along
by
the
"family."
Mass.
Leila
Stockbridge
a
student
at
I had acquired by the activities dow not only upside down but wrong family at their cottage at Sylvesand Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Rice
Mrs. Leland Warren is a patient attended the Calendar Club Fair the Maine General Hospital School "Molly Doner's Garden Relish' with Garden Relish
which lay behind those brief en side out too. Because it ls way up! ters Cove.
at Knox Hospital.
of Nursing in Portland is spend corn, celeo'. tomatoes and cucum
here.
Six ears of corn. 6 green peppers, tries ln my leather covered book.
under the wide overhang of the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanislav Rembskl
Mrs Elizabeth Morse of Portland
The next entry ln that book is eaves we allowed it to remain "as I of New York City are spending a
The death of Mrs. Lena Bowden ing three weeks with her parents ber is a best beloved; "Mother's 4 red peppers. 2 quarts tomatoes,
Piccalilli,
”
and
for
jellies.
Paradise
is visiting her sister ,Mrs. Evie Hen occurred Friday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge.
half ripe, 1 pint cucumbers, 4 large this:
was" and we collected two months'j lew weeks at their Summer home.
nigar.
Nettie Tinker has sold her Jelly, Quince Honey, and the Jam onions, 2 cups sugar. Kj)int vinegar.
"Shingle rippers. $4."
her son Leman in South Penobscot.
rent from our volunteer worker ( Mr and Mrs. William Hitz of
with
peaches,
red
plums,
green
house
to
Fred
P.
Hagan.
Malcolm Hopkins was home from
Boy, what instruments they were. when the cottage was finished. We J Washington, D. C. are at “HitzFrank Miles of South Orrington
2 tablespoons salt, 2 teaspoons
Rosie Withee is employed at the grapes and almonds, Harlequin mustard, 1 teaspoon tumeric.
Worcester, Mass., for over Sunday. was recent guest of Mrs. Annie
We could stick them under a course figured rent on that window Job at holm."
Conserve.
Mrs. Charlotte Fifield of Portland Richardson and Miss Abbie Mon- home of Mrs. Hattie Stanley.
a clvil cngineer WP
Use the com as It ls cut from the of weathered shingles, put on with $160 and
Mr ‘and Mrs John Cronan and
Marion Anthony In Fitchburg
Phebe Kent ls visiting her sis
is guest of her mother-in-law Mrs. teith.
cob. and grind all the other vege- J 0,d hand cut square-sided shingle | a;iowed our tenant to open lt any Mrs. Margaret Powers of West
sent us the most delicious Orange
ter Mrs. William Freethy.
Carrie Fifield.
tables tegether Combine all the na,,s' iand with one jerk lay bare way bp cou;d ;lgurc out. He did. Roxbury, Mus
are here for a
Mrs. Walter Stanley went Wed Pineapple
nneappie preserve with
wun fresh
iresn mint
muu , illgrpd;pnts and slmnwr Untu thp l wWe hand Mwe(| hemlcck
Mr. and Mrs Jack Earle of Bal care and their daughters, also Julia
too, and according to the reports month.
nesday to Boston, called by the ill and thyme that would ix> marvel- i riffht consistency. Bottle and seal.
timore are at the home of Capt. Sullivan.
which nacn
hadn'it «*
n tne
the iism. oi
of nav
daV
C..1
wmcn
seen
Elmer B. Eaton with children
drifting down from New Jersey, he's
ness of her sister.
ous with baked ham. A Beverly
and
since ice houses were being put up coming back next year, ouy a lot 5 Therese. Eugene and Dowe ipent
„ Mrs.
„ Clinton Teele.
.
Those present were: Mildred
Paradise
Jelly
Mrs.
Fred
Knight
returned
Sun

friend
has
a
delicious
new
jam
N. Cock Sholes was home from, Brlnkworth, wleen and
along the Penobscot river.
from us, and build a cottage cf Sunday in Augusta.
Four quarts red apples or crabAugusta for tlie weekend.
I Mulcare, Julia Sullivan, Mr and day to Rockland after being with called Japanese Koto made with
“Hatchet. $2 50" ls the next entry,
Mrs. Carrie Eaton is guest of
two and a half pounds of rhubarb apples. 12 quinces. 2 quarts cran followed by this one: “Jack, (clear his own.
Betty Jcnasson of Tenant s Har-1
Oforge MacDonald
Mr and relatives here for several weeks.
Nowhere in the list of items I her daughter Mrs. David Murray.
Mrs.
Lewis
Kent
and
daughter
cut
in
small
pieces,
and
an
equal
,
berries,
granulated
sugar.
bor was recent guest of Barbara ] Mrs vincent Daurptt Mr and Mrs
ing away shingles)." Everybody have preserved in this leather cov
Alice are vacationing on the main amount of sugar, three quarters of
MUls.
Wash apples and quinces and re- | around here had kindling wood all ered book of mine do I find a charge COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Vinal Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer land.
a pound of
figs and two' moi the stems and blossom ends. that Summer. We accused Jack of
The Mother and Daughter Club Joy. Mr. and Mrs Clyde Joy, Rich
work wonders
lemons and three quarters of cut In quarters, cover with cold j selling them for 15 cents a bundle for lumber. And for a mighty good
met Friday with Mrs. Madeline ard Chase. Brian Rhudolph, Wil
reason too. We made up our minds
----.■
Smith.
a cup of boiling water. The rhu- [ water and cook until tender. Wash but never .could prove it.
liam O'Brian, WUliam Cooper Les NORTH HAVEN
early in the game that there
barb
and
sugar
are
allowed
to
stand
j
cranberries
and
cook
in
a
quart
of
Walter Hopkins and daughters lie Dickey, Mr and Mrs. Lewis York,
Then
the
old
book
hands
me
this
Parker Stone, a former resident
wouldn't be a new board or beam 1
Gladys and Ruth o f Worcester, Ann Emet'E^ith Pothier“ Anna here, who now resides In Philadel overnight, the boiling water is' water until tender. Pour apples. wallop: “Cooper and Co., (shingles) in the place. There isn’t either. We ,
arp vUltors at Mrs Monti-1 Westdahl. Mary Price. Ella Con- phia. has been in town visiting poured over the minced figs and [ quinces and cranberries into a jelly $70.
were of the opinion that anybody'
added to the rhubarb and sugar j bag and let drain overnight. To
lieu Grindle s.
I nors Elizabeth Mee, Josephine friends the past week.
We weren't ready for them then, with the average amount of "hoss" I
with
the
juice
and
thinly
sliced
|
every
two
cups
juice
add
one
pound
Clinton Smith was home from Quinn, Miss Theresa O'Brian,
but wc had the money and knew sense could build a habitable cot
Mrs Helen Kr.cwlton and Chris
Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out ol
rinds of, the lemons; then Japanese j granulated sugar and boil for about
Bath for over Sunday.
Helena Nordenfelt, Delia Lyons, tol Cameron of Rockland were Koto ls boiled to the thick pre- { io minutes. Remove scum which we would need them, so we bought tage out of new. clean lumber Tliat ’
Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Ge
Miss Nathalie Smith returned Alice Noonan Mary MacRury, Ma guests Sundav at the home of Mrs
them and stacked them under a 5 would be easy. We wanted to sec t The liver ahould pour 2 pints of bile Juice
serve
s
’
age.
Dclicidlls
with
Saturday from North Haven.
meat
I
forms
while
boiling.
Pour
into
temporary
roof.
They
weren't
the
Into vour bowels every day. If this bile it
rion MaoLeod, May O'Donnell, Irven Simpson.
I slerilized Jelly glasses when mix foot wide old cedar shingles we had 1 if we could tear down an old place not fl'iwinK fn ♦•!>'. your food may not di
New arrivals,at "The Moors" are Katherine McKenna. Jean Oag,
Mrs Rosamond Sullivan and son or as a filling for cake.
I and build a new one from what was gest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then
Miss Elizabeth Dolliver of Boston Mary Riordan, Mr and Mrs. Timo of Rockland were visitors Sunday Orange Pineapple Preserve
ture shows signs of the jelly test, scattered all over the let. but fire
up your Ktomach, You get con
left from the wrecking operations gHs bloatsYou
feel sour, sunk and the world
and seal.
and Samuel Steward of Chicago.
proof composition stuff with no What we have now is the result of stipated.
thy Mulcare.
at the home of relatives in towm
looks punk.
(Frcm Marion Anthony, Fitchburg)
It takes those good, old Carter** Little
history
and
no
glamour
about
them
Joint Birthday Party
Miss Elinor Dunbury ls guest of
sheer stubbornness compounded Liver 1’ilh to get thett S I'ints of bile flowOne pineapple, 1 lemon. Juice and
Merely things to keep out the rain with perseverance plus ignorance fe
fre» lv to make you f«« l "up and up.’*
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sampson.
grated rind. 1 orange, juice and NORTHPORT
One of the high lights of the | UNION
Get a package today. Take as directed.
The
next
item
in
the
list
reads"
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Bcusfleld
have
as
George
Sargent.
Mrs.
Marion
And
it
isn't
bad.
grated
rind,
3
sprays
fresh
mint,
week at the North Shore was a par
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Dornan. Mrs.
Bricks and labor, etc.. $144."
Now if anybody is contemplating for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10< and 25<«
ty given by Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Inez Creighton. Vernon Ripley and guest Miss Elizabeth Crawford of tiny pinch thyme, pinch of salt, Haskell of Allston. Mass., and Mr.
That
chimney
and
and Mrs, Arthur Latlippe and three
sugar.
Mulcare. in Clark's Boathouse, in John Dorr.an passed the weekend Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis have
Slice pineapple and cut out the children of Auburn spent Sunday fireplace. It would have cost much
honor of the birthday of their with relatives In Massachuestts.
daughter Frances, also the birth-1 Guests the past week at Ye as a visitor Mrs. LewLs' sister. Vir eyes. Peel and cut off from hard with Mr and Mrs. Lewis Mathews. more except that the mason brought
Donald Wood ar.d Ray Clark are no helper. We took over that job
centers. Cook in boiling water un
day of Mrs. Vinal Hopkins. Four1 Oreen Arbour were Mrs. F H. Ab- ginia
E. R. Stone and Miss Madeline til tender. Drain off the fruit on a weeks' camping trip with and we helped him so fast he got
birthday cakes decorated the fes- bott, Sioux City, Iowa; Mr. and
done before he knew it and thereby
THAT'S WHAT I LIKE
tive board, and with sandwiches. Mrs. Waldo E. Kelly. North Smith- Ladd were visitors Saturday at the liquid and weigh the fruit. Fnr : members of the Boys Club of Bel- lest a little honest profit.
home
of
Mtss
Ladd's
parents,
Mr.
ABOUT CAMELS. THEY
each pound use
pound of sugar. 5 fast. Their headquarters will be
coffee. ice cream and candies, were; field, R. I.; Miss Jocelyn Kellv,
Make a cn;, of fruit juice using 1 Baxter State Park with hiking I
H!"
BURN SLOWER ANO
served to 40 guests.
Woonsocket. R. I. and Miss Mabl" and Mrs. Parker Ladd of Rcckland
old building, and lt was flat on the
and
also
visited
her
sister,
Mrs.
juices
of
the
lemon
and
orange.
5
tr,
Ps
to
Mt.
Katahdin
Cards featured the entertain- S. Brown. Sayne A. Stepson Miss
HAVE A GRANO
A public supper will be served ground. Windows minus putty wer.i ,
and completing the measurement
ment also clog dancing by Vincent Lois E. Gra’im. New York City, Russell Willey.
EXTRA
FIAVOR
stacked
in
one
place,
windows
with
An afternoon out-of-door tea with the pineapple fruit liquid. Wednesday at the chapel at
Daucett. Lewis York. Leslie Dickey Miss Helen E Spreuss, East Pla.nputty but minus glass, ln another
was
given
recently
by
Mrs.
Frank
Browns'
Corner
under
the
auspices
Dissolve
sugar
ln
this
cup
of
fruit
and George MacDonald, with an field. New Jersey. George A. Denplace. Wide shingles we had saved
Irlsh cleg by Frances and Eileen ’ nison, Freeport, Maine; Mr. and Sampson in honor of Phyllis Dun juice and place over low heat. When of the Ladies' Aid. Mrs. Harvard because some passerby told us we
Mu care, violln and accordion mu- Mrs. W A. Turnball. Los Angeles, can. A social afternoon was en syrup boils, add grated rind of Salisbury chairman.
Richard Sheldon and Miss Kath couldn't ever use them again, were
sic was furnished. Mrs. Mulcare , California: and Dr. and Mrs. Sher- joyed and tea was poured by Emma orange and lemon, salt and thyme
Parsons
assisted
by
Elinor
Dunerine
Bragg attended the air meet housed under a shelter made by i
Crush
the
fresh
mint
leaves
and
was B’sisted in serving by Mr. Mul-1 man Foote. Wyckoff. New Jersey.
part of the old kitchen roof, and
bury The party consisted of inti add. allowing to remain for five Sunday in Augusta.
Raymond Wood spent the past old
1)6,11 Sduare nalls tllr6at
mate friends and relatives of Miss minutes. Then remove. Cook for
Dunean. Mrs. Carrie Parsons who 10 minutes; then add the pieces of week at Lincolnville Beach as ened our rubber solcd s,leakers!
was among the guests gave and ar pineapple and cook slowly for 10 guest of hls aunt, Mrs. William R. i eveiywhereBUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
We weren't carpenters, we were
ranged
a bouquet of flowers and at minutes. If cooked otherwise the Munroe
Stoves, Heaters, Purnaces and Combinations
builders. It made no difference lo
the close of the social hour pre pineapple takes on a burned, over
Very Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken in Trade
us how other people put things tosented them to Miss Duncan.
cooked flavor. Seal in clean, hot DEVOTED TO HER WORK
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
Northport, Aug. 15.
jars. Makes 'a pint preserve. De
98-tf
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
New Undtr-arm
licious with cold boiled ham.
PORT CLYDE
As uusal I am following with great
Harold Broadbent and famlly are (Juince Honey
Cream Deodorant
Interest your splendid paper
guests at the Broadbent cottage.
Six quinces, sugar.
With many others, I feel ashamed I
Mi s Ella Maloney cf Portland has
Pare quinces and drop them in of Senators In Washington stooping ]
been visiting Lenata Marshall.
cold water. Cover skins with boil to petty personalities, selfish view- | Stops Perspiration
Mr. and Mrs. William Thon and
ing water and boil rapidly for half points and party politics. While
Mr. and Mrs. John Battehenger
(Eastern Standard Time)
an hour. Drain. Grate quinces the main issue. National defense, ls
who were guests at Mrs. Etta Teel's
and add io liquor drained from being delayed, some of these men
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
have returned to New York
skins. Cook mixture for 20 min should be retired to private life and
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Capt. Fred B Balano ls spending
utes. Skim and add an equal those more capable be put in their
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
several weeks at the Balano Home
amount
of sugar. Simmer for 10 places in this fall's election.
Read Dnssn
stead.
minutes and then pour into clean
It was encouraging to find that our
Dally
Dally
Rev.
Nelson
B
Davis
of
Newton
In recent laboratory tests. Camels
Exeepl
Sun.
hot jars and seal.
Sun.
f.xrepl
Maine Congressmen and Mrs. Smith
Highlands, Mass., is visiting his
Sun.
Only
burned 25%
than the aver
Only
Sun.
are all so well aware that “works,
Mother's Piccalilli
mother Mrs. Elden Davis.
AM.P.M.P.M.
age of the 15 other of the largestA.M.P.M.A.M.
EXTRA
not
words"
are
so
much
needed
in
sclling brands tested - slower than
Does not rot dresses, does
Ar, 1155 7.00 5.35
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richardson
4.341 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Two quarts green tomatoes, 2
not irritate skin.
any of them That means, on the
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
have returned to Lancaster, Mass., quarts ripe tomatoes, 3 onions, 3 Congress at this time. Our new
5 40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
2.
Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
Ar, 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv., STONINGTON.
having spent thc past month at ripe peppers, 3 green peppers, 1 Representative in the Second Dis
COOLNESS average, a smoking t>l"i equal to
right
after
shaving.
Lv. | 8.45
52.15
11.30, Ar.. SWAN'S ISLAND.
7.50
their cottage at the Back Shore.
large cucumber. 2 bunches celery trict, Mrs. iSmith, filling out her
3. Instantly stops perspiration
EXTRA SMOKES
Read Up
husband's term, expressed the calm,
Mrs. Alice Jordan of Brunswick chopped coarse.
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
PER PACK!
from perspiration.
and daughter Mildred of New Jer
Sprinkle with tivo-thirds cup quiet, thoughtful attitude so much
VINALHAVEN LINE
4. Apure,white.greaseless,stain
sey were recent visitors at the home salt, leave 12 or more hours. Drain needed by others at this time. Her
STEAMER W, S. WHITE
less vanishing cream.
devotion to her work, hcr splendid
of Mr.s. Eidcn Davis.
well and add
Read Down
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Three
pints
vinegar,
2
pounds
impartial
service
to
all
of
the
cltlErnest
Hoedtke
and
friend
of
Dally
.K
Approval Seal of the American
Daily .
.k
Except
Melrose, Mass., spent the weekend brown sugar, 1 teaspoon mustard,' Z6ns of 1116 Second District, proExcept^ Dally BInstitute of Laundering for
GET THE “EXTRAS” WITH SLOWER-BURNING
Sat.
ain Daily
Sat. «»: § Except^ 0
phecies
tliat
she
will
make
a
splen

at hls cottage at the Back Shore. 1 teaspoon pepper,
being harmless to fabrics.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Ellison Hart is ill
A.M.A.M.P.M.
Cook one hour. Put into Jars did record for herself in Congress.
25 MILLION |ara of Arrid
A.M.A.M.PM.A.M.
Her experience and ability ln com
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
Mrs Minnie Wilson of Thomas and seal.
have been sold. Try a jar todayl
5.00 " 8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
parison
with
her
opponent
makes
lt
I
I
I
ton. Mrs. Mary Spear of Pittsfield
9.05
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Lv. 58.30 10.30 4.15
clear that thinking voters will re
6.15 10.00 3.30.9.15, Ar. VINALHAVEN,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Spear and Harlequin Conserve
Bead Up
Twenty-five yellow peaches, 10 elect Margaret Chase Smith to the
daughter Mary of Massachusetts
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Virginia Carter is passing a va
cation with her mother Mrs. Ar
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Risteens Surprised
Popular Thomaston Couple
Guests Of Honor In Bath
On 51st Anniversary

“Mis’ Nelly” A Hit

"SH-SIIIRL, 1 CAN .MAKE IT"

ter to the United States. The books
give a general survey of Finland's
economic, cultural and political
life. Among the books was “Jan
Sibelius, the Life and Personality
LEDAG CHAMFNTBT
of an Artist.”
Correspondent
• • • •
ftftftft
Cornelia Otis Skinner appears at
Tel. 2229'
the Boothbay Playhouse Wednesday
afternoon, Aug. 21.
• • • •
Orlando Cole of the Curtis String
Quartet with Mrs. Cole went Fri
Voting unanimously to protect
day to Philadelphia called by the
the emblematic American bald
sudden death of his mother.
eagle, which is dying out. Congress
Oliver Lane and Gilbert Lane of
As all the world watches with
stePs to Preserve a
Lewiston were guests the past week dread the long-threatened attack b*rd*hlch
at the home of their grandparents, on the British Isles taking shape.!*" ™
lbe United
„ those ,lovers of...
Capt. and Mrs. George Lane.
all
the English coun- (State.? of America. Both houses
. .. and. of, .her ,fabled
k, j
a bill providing for .a fine of
Miss Hazel Lane entertained the tryslde
and hls- ■ passed
'
„„„„
,,.„:$500 and six months Imprisonment
members of her Sunday School toric scenes
hold their breath at the
_ ,
...
. _. ....
..
. . of- __
... destruction
. .„»
Class last Tuesday at a picnic and thought
possible
of for molesting
. , the
_ bird. The bi 1 was
weenie roast at Oakland Park.
many be.n.fc 1, »
i
Games and a peanut hunt were by Appleton-Century Company that of Massachusetts, who has been an
enjoyed. Former teachers of the there is a book that today offers eagie student since boyhood. In
teresting in this connection ls the
class were special guests .
vivid renewal of memories of days
Mrs. Mildred Holmes was taken in England. This Is the volume, work of Francis Hobart Herrick,
to Boston Friday by ambulance "England ln Picture, Song and well known ornithologist, whose
for treatment at the Lahey Clinic. Story.” by J. W. Cuncliffe of Co book "The American Eagle," is the
Mrs. F. H. Lehtonen and daugh lumbia University, which offers a first to treat the symbolic bird from
ter Elaine of East Braintree. Mass, veritable distillation of the land ln the viewpoint ol the eagle's life and
are guests at the home of Mr. and pictures and prase. In addition to habit. Not only does the volume
give a full description of the eagle's
Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
the main text, the volume contains
Rev. H. I. Holt will be tlie speak nearly 400 pictures of scenes re Hfe and habits, but traces its his
tory as a symbol ot might, courage
er at the mid-week prayer service markable
for
natural
beauty
Thursday at the Baptist Church. or historical association, and por and dominion from remote anti
John Hyssong Jr., and Dell Hys- traits of thc leading persons asso quity, showing how the bird was
adopted as the national emblem.
song of Brunswick were guests ciated with them.
• • • •
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
• • • •
Joseph C. Lincoln has another
Wilson. Their parents. Rev. and
Alice Hegan Rice and Cale Young
Mrs. J. W. Hyssong and daughter Rice are vacationing in the Tennes novel off the press this month—
Mary are vacationing at the New see Mountains, where Mrs. Rice is "Out of the Fog.” The quaint
bert cottage at Rocky Pond. West working on proofs of her forthcom Cape Cod atmosphere, interesting
characters and amusing ways of
Rockport.
ing literary autobiography, "The
speech, and above all the great
Mr. and Mrs Earl Pierson and
Inky Way."
story-telling ability that has made
family returned Sunday to Water
• • • •
this author a favorite are Inherent
bury. Conn., after spending two
The written record of Finland's in this new Cape Cod story wmen
weeks here and at Lake Meguntl
greatness has been presented to lias an added flavor of mystery.
cook.
• • • •
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Everett, Mr. Harvard University Library by
and Mrs. Nelson. Mrs. Charles Hjalmar J. Procope. Finnish Minis"Books give a deeper meaning
and interest to living. There Is
Everett and Miss Della Everett of
Waltham. Mass., are guests at the where they were joined by Mr. and nothing ln dally work, in the most
home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Mrs. John Porter Hennings and humdrum occupation, that cannot
sons John and Peter of Sharon, be made more interesting or more
Ingraham.
Funeral services for Mrs. Annie Pa.
useful through books. They are
means to proficiency ln every call
J. Gardiner were held Friday at
Careful estimates place the ing. They are inexhaustible sources
her home at Highland Square with
a large number ot relatives and amount of lumber cut in this coun of pleasure. They bring to us the
friends present to pay their last try from 1800 to 1935 at more than life of the world as it was and as It
respects to one who was dearly a cubic mile of wood—enough to ls now. They supply increased re
beloved ln the community. Rev. build 120 million frame houses or sources. Those able to turn to
H. I. Holt officiated, and also con to make a 4-foot boardwalk from books for companionship are seldom
ducted the ^committal service in the earth to the sun. Source of lonely: nor do they suffer from the
Carleton cemetery- where the body this vast amount of wood is the need of finding some action, how
was interred. The floral tributes nation's forests, including farmers’ ever trivial, to fill an empty hour.
were numeous and beautiful. Bear woodlands which today total one- They have friends who all come
ers were Albert Rhodes, Frederick fourth of the commercial forest when desired, bringing amusement,
Richards. Lester Shibles and land of the United States. This counsel, or some absorbing confi
forest land can continue to be the dence; friends who, unlike the hu
Robert Hanscom.
C. F. Fields (''Cheerio'*) of New foundation of our national well man variety, may be dismissed
fane. Vt., and his cousin, Miss being. says the U. S. Forest Serv when their conversation palls and
Ethel Reardon of Duck Trap, were ice, as long as woodlands are kept who may be chosen to suit whatever
callers Saturday on Mr. and Mrs free from flre and managed for mood or interest is uppermost.”
H O. Heistad. Mr. and Mrs. Heis continuous production.
From introduction to “Living with
tad were guests Sunday ot Mr. and
Books" by Helen E. Haines (Co
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette lumbia University Press i.
Mrs. Trygve Heistad in Augusta

ROCKPORT

Second In Weekly Series
Of Thomaston Plays
Credit To Producers

Among the retired veteran em
No idle chance was
ployes cf the Maine Central ra.ilthat which promp
ted Ernest Law John
Mrs. Isa Ghayer of Brockton.' road there are probably none who
son. director of The
Mass , was guest of honor at an oft- have a wider acquaiitnace in Bath
Pine Tree Stagers,
ernoon tea Saturday by Mrs. #JMj
sectjon than Edmund L.
to hit upon “Mis'
Blanche Vose. Other guests were
Risteen, now of Thomaston, but
Nellv of NOrleans”
Miss Elizabeth Thomas of South
formerly of Bath. Mr and Mrs.
as second in a week
Braintree. Mass., Miss
Muriel
Risteen came to Bath Wednesday
ly series of August
Ohayer of Brockton. Mrs. Luiu
I to pass the day with their son Earle
entertainments
at
Cunningham of Scrub Oaks. N. Y..
and Warren. Mrs. Edith Spear, Mrs D Risteen. 1141 Washington street. I Watls HalI Thomaston Canny reand his wife, little realizing that flection on what would induce
Cornelius Overlook, Mrs. Anna Star- |
. .
.
, .
rett. Mrs. Ella Cunningham and
■'
. . . ... ___ highest favor ln the Penobscot Bay
a tea party to celebrate their 51st area conceived the pattern for a
Mrs. Oertrude Rowe of Warren, and
wedding anniversary.
They re
Mrs. Lilia Ames of this town.
. luni(?d tQ
Thomaston home ,t show with culture, action, a dash
| of sp^cy worldliness—and that I
Mrs. Ernest Durost of South Port- njght after a delightful day among choice combination covered the I
land. formerly of this town, why Is. friends
bill Friday.
spending a vacation with her sister., >Ed•• Risteen as he has long been
Laid in
New Orleans on j
Miss Annabelle Williams, at her knOwn among railroad employes and Mardi Gras eve. the scene opens '
cottage at Cushing, was guest Friday | a ]arge ghare of the traveling pubIn an old garden with a house- I
of Miss Frances Shaw.
I jjCi retired from active service July hold all adither after the arrival
A meat pie supper will be served jo. 1937. after 48 years with the of the mistress. Mis' Nelly from [
at St John's parish hall Wednesday | ytame Central. For years almost Paris. Most perturbed of all is
at 5 30. There will also be a sale of wjthout end he travelled through the niece of Mis' Nelly. Delphine
useful and fancy articles in the aft- Rath, first as a brakeman and later Falaise. whose romance with Felix
ernoon.
j as a conductor. His trains were I Durand is by way of becoming a
Miss Olive Rowell went to Ocean I those of the Rockland-Lewiston bombshell when the news is
Park Sunday to take a group of' run and later thcse of
Rock- sprung on
so-determined spinyoung people of the Baptist Church | iand-Portland run. He built up a i ster.
determined in truth, and
It's as silly—as it is dangerous—to take chances with traffic.
who are attending the Ocean Park wide acquaintance and always con-j in opposition (ostensibly) is the
School of ^Methods. In the group cerned himself for the comfort of J erstwhlle Parisienne that an elabwere Miss Esther Achorn and guest | the passengers riding his trains.
orate scheme Is concocted and
Miss Eleanor Corbett of Wakpfield
Mr. Risteen is a native of Fred- thereby hangs the tail.
Mass., Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick and ericton. N. B. but came to Bath at
Felix' father, it develops, is a
«««»
Warren Couple United In
Miss Florine Burnham
Also ac- a tender age with hls parents. Mr. one-time rejected suitor of Mis'
JUNE COTE
Marriage With Out-ofcompanying them was Miss Olive and Mrs. Israel O. Risteen. who were Nelly. With the resurrection of
Leach, who is spending three weeks' lon< residents of this city. He was youthful bygones at a dinner party,
Correspondent
Door Ceremony
vacation at home. Miss Rowell and j married Aug. 14. 1889 to a Bath there is brought to light a threeftftftft
At a pretty out-of-door wedding
MLss Leach returned Sunday. Others woman, Leona M Williams, tlie cornered misunderstanding which
Tel. 71J
attending the School of Methods ■ ceremony taking place in Ports- has persisted through the years.
held at 4 o'clock Saturday at "Old
from this church are Miss Owen- ‘ mouth. N H. They lived In Bath ___
______
Pere_________
Clement,_______
once a_____
thoughtless
West Warren,
Janet
Outing Club officers elected at Stone.”
dolyn Barlow. Howard Miller. Robert untu 1911 when his duties made it, lad given to gambling, had ’forged
Pendleton Wade of Warren and
the
recent
annual
meeting
are:
Clark and Warren Macgowan. Miss , advisable for him to move to Rock- j a check when in desperate straits.
Elizabeth Thurston driving there to ]and where they lived a few years [ Mbs' Nelly who was then a belle of Eugene C. C. Rich, president: Dana Heywood Smith. Jr. of Bruns
take them Sunday.
I and for the last 25 years have made . the city with whom Georges Dur- George H. Thomas. Harold H. wick and Warren, were united in
Nash. Ernest Crie. Milford Pay- marriage, the impressive double
Officer Ray Foley of the State their home in Thomaston.
I and was deeply enamoured, posPolice was called to investigate a [ Mr. and Mrs Risteen are the par- j sessed under her frivolous front a son. vice presidents; B F. Mat ring ceremony solemnized by Rev.
head-on collision on the St George . ents Of nve £ons> George E„ of 1 kindly heart, in proof whereof she thews. Jr., secretary; T. J. French, L Clark French.
road Sunday at 10.30 a. m. The cars Skowhegan. Charles of Rockland, assisted her platonic friend, young treasurer: Winifred Burkett, as
The wedding party took their
Involted were both Chevrolet coupes, ' Arthur P. of Thomaston, Earle D Clement, in retrieving the incrim sistant secretary; William ’Pack places before the open door of the
ard.
Arnold
Cole.
Philip
Hofer.
one driven by Miss Helmi Johnson ' and Albert O Risteen. both of Bath inating paper Their furtive acbuilding, to the strains of "The
of Rockland, the other by Henry | There are also ten grandchildren tion in doing so had been observed. Elizabeth Foxwell. Harleigh Mac- Bridal Chorus'* from Lohengrin,
Minn. Allen F Payson, Oeorge
Lee of Everett, Mass. There was no and two great grandchildren.
, however, by Durand; circumstanplayed inside by Mrs. WUliam Stan
carnage done either to the cars or | Mr. Risteen was born Feb. 24. 1863. j tial evidence, injured pride, exit Pullen. J. H. Hobbs, Gilbert Har ford of Warren, piano, and Douglas
mon. M. Alton French. E. Stewart Vir.al of Thomaston, violin. The
the occupants.
and his wife Sept. 13. 1865. Both are 1 romance
Mr and Mrs Harvey Kelley arc bale and hearty. If they were ta-; How the sprightly Nelly clears Orbeton, Percy R. Keller, J. Hugh decorations were simple and con
Harold
Corthell.
expected to arrive today from Ber- ken unawares when their friends; the air after the lapse of many Montgomery,
sisted of flowers ar.d evergreen,
nard where they spent two weeks, dropped ln on them for the annl- years and plays the guardian angel Percy Luce. Alton H. Crone. Pa arranged by Miss Lillian Russell.
and will be guests of Mrs Kelley's versary tea they were more so when of love's young dream, has the tricia Rich. Oliver Mayhew. E Mrs. Abbott Spear. Mrs. Bradley
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Bar- a Times photographer arrived to makings of clean comedy which Hamilton Hall ar.d David Crockett, Pipkin and Mrs. Willis Vinal.
iow, until Saturday, when they will take their picture on the happy oc achieves that stage rarity—decency directors.
The bride was lovely in a long
go to Boothbay Harbor where they casion.—Bath Daily Times.
Miss Lillian Grey is having a white satin gown, designed with
without dullness.
will make their home this coming
Wit and wisdom floated through week's vacation from her duties a; puff sleeves and sweetheart neck,
year.
her long tulle veil caught at the
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. the old garden on the lips of Mis' the George H. Thomas Fuel Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Foy of How Aaron Clark at Camp Ki-Ora. Ler Nelly who. in the person of Jean
Miss Doris Page of Leominster. head with an orange blossom band.
ard, R. I., were guests Saturday of mond's Pond.
Manville, came, saw and captivated. Mass.. Is guest of Miss Carolyn Her colonial bouquet was of white
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rowell.
sweet peas and babies' breath. She
The Garden Club met at the Lev Radiating vivacity at every turn. Hopkins.
Miss Pauline Gillis went Sunday ensaler house Thursday. The topic La Manville, figuratively and ac
Miss Dorothy Lord has returned Aore white slippers,
to Portland to spend a week with for general discussion was "Peren tually. was alertly "on her toes” from Skowhegan where she visited
Miss Mary Trone of Warren as
relatives and friends.
maid of honor was her only attennial Phlox." and a number of un throughout the heavy assignment; Mus Eetty Jenxins.
Mrs. Edward Ahern entertained usual varieties were taken in. her deft certainty in manner
Mrs. Hayden A Marsh. Jr., of dant' and w“ fessed in long aqua
members and guests of her "500" There were also beautiful asters graced and guided the performance. New Rochelle, N. Y„ ls visiting Miss ‘’’’’‘“’"h
matching
club Saturday at the Egerton Farm from the garden of Mrs. Murray Richard Robinson must feel a bit June Cote
iilat' white slippers, and carried a
in Cushing. Following a picnic Miller. Mrs. Leila Smalley read a like a cosmopolitan what with be
bouquet of mixed sweet peas.
Robert Thomas was host recently
The
had chosen hls only
dinner the afternoon was spent in poem entitled "Carry Me Back to ing a Hebrew last week and the
games, prizes at "500" going to Mrs. ' Old New Hampshire. ’ and a re- French Durand. Sr., in his second to a party of young friends in honor brother. Russell F. Smith to be his
Leila Smalley and Mrs. Nathaniel I port was given of the National Thomaston appearance. Care ln of hls eighth birthday. Oames were ] best man. and the ushers were,
Andrews. Other guests were Mrs. I Council of Garden Clubs which was accent and bearing renders his enjoyed and refreshments which in- Avard Robinson and Charles Trone
Alvah Lineken. Mrs. Alton Grover. held in New Hampshire during versatility of inestimable value in eluded a beautifully decorated . Men of the bridal .party wore white
birthday cake, were served. The flannels and dark blue coats
Mr. Fannie Brown Mrs Margaret > june
was decided to hold a any cast.
guests
were Mary Kennedy, Robeit
1 akeman. Miss Oladys Doherty and varjety sale Aug 29. when open
The bride was given In marriage
In second feminine lead, attrac
a special guest, Mrs. E. K. Win- bouse will be held from 10 a. m. tive Dorothy MacNeil pouted pret Davis. "Buddy” Fitzgerald. George by her brother. Lawrence Pendleton
chenbach.
to 10 p. m. at the Levensaler house. tily and registered restrained emo Keating. Donald Rossiter, Richard of Roslindale. Mass.
Mrs William Schu.tz and son | There will be on sale fresh flowers. tion through many silences. Pres Rossiter and David Brown. A guest
Immediately following the cere
William of Boston were weekend plants, vases and cooked food, and ence on the stage without action of honor was Mrs. William Fitzger mony. the reception was held on
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Linwood j tga vvill be served
or speech is an ordeal, but the au ald, whose birthday came on the the lawn beneath the trees, over
following day.
Cunningham
looking South Pond. Mrs. LeRoy
Mrs. John Curran of Santa Bar dience had no way of realizing
Mrs. Oordon Ryder of Spring- Comley of Elkins Park. Penn., sis
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and ] bara. Calif.. is visiting Miss Rita that; facile ease it appeared to be
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Fales of At- q Smith,
from Miss MacNeils comportment field, Mass., is visiting her mother, ter of the bride had charge of the
tleboro. Mass, visited Friday with
guesi book.
Refreshments were
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark en If Addison Powell, on the other Mrs. Clara Pullen.
Mrs. Henry Shaw and Miss Frances tertained members of the Sewing hand, allowed himself ease any
The Methodist Lakes' Aid will served under the direction of Mrs.
Shaw.
Club with their husbands at Camp where along the line his part would meet in the vestry Wednesday at Walter Gay. Mrs. Norman Whitehill of Thomaston. Mrs. Waino
Mrs Charles Smith entertained Ki-Ora. lermond's Pond, Friday be lost beyond redemption, but here 2 o'clock.
at bridge Friday afternoon, com night. After supper the evening agitation was as perpetual as it
Miss Ruth Matfffw.s entertained Lehto. Miss Evelyn Smith. Miss
plimenting her guest, Mrs. Frank was spent socially. Those present was genuine, so all went well.
at a buffet supper Saturday in Joan Smith. MLss Virginia Wyllie,
Williams, of Oakland Beach, R. I. were Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights.
Precisely the proper degree of honor of her cousin. Miss Bette | Miss Evelyn Stinson of Camden
Prizes were awarded Mrs. Clifford Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Condon, and decorum and humanness imbued Merrill of Reading. Mass. The and Deer Isle, and Miss Katheryn
Clark. Mrs. Dawson Brewer and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby.
the role of the padre A slant in guests included Miss Marilyn Da Peabody of Rockland and Warren.
Mrs. Warwick Vose. Other guests
After the reception, at which
Mrs. Belle Spurr of Cliftondale, one direction wou'd have spelled vis. Miss Ruth Bennett, Miss Elea
were Mrs. Alton Grover. Mrs Alon Mass., has been visiting her niece offensive irreverence; the otner nor Johnston. Miss Joan Hackett, the bride's bouquet was caught by
zo Spaulding and Mrs. Clement Mrs. Howard Beattie and family way, cn undue stiffness. Thrmiu Miss Gwendolyn McKay, Miss Bar Miss Katheryn Peabody of Rock
Moody.
Roa^h. n his wise middle course, bara Cairns, Miss Betty Harlow, land and Warren. Mr. and Mrs.
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe of
Miss Lizzie Levensaler and Mrs. was superb all the way. Mino" but Miss May Lillian Morris. Elisha Smith left on a weekend motor
Camden were visitors Sunday at Fred Campbell of Warren were not unimportant, Leonard Frank Richards, Robert Thom, Thomas trip. Mrs. Smith's going away en
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford's.
high scorers at the meeting of the lin took from the colored servant McKay, Jr., Walter Davis , Jr., semble was of blue and white
Mrs. Paul Kleeman and sons Paul Contract Club held Friday after Unc' l’oz's character everv scrap Harry Hodson. Lester Gross, Louis figured silk, with red trim, white
and Robert, returned Saturday to noon at the Levensaler house. The of its value and played it for all Hary. John Tower, Alvin Fisher turban and shoes. On return they
Chicago, after spending two months meeting next Friday will be held it was worth. Maxe-up was no and Thomas Morris. Following the went to Brunswick, where they
ticeably flue.
upper dancing was enjoyed at Oak will make their home at 77 Union
with Mrs. Samuel Reed. Maryan | at the same place,
street.
and Arthur Blackington, who have 1 Teacher Appointment*
Laura Littlefield and Ruth Com land Park.
also been visiting Mrs. Reed, re
Eugene C. C. Rich spent the week
Mrs. Smith is the only daughter
Miss Charlotte Dyer has been stock also had servant parts and
turned Saturday to Portland. They appointed teacher of the third did them full justice. Frances end with his family at Richmont of Mrs. Catherine Wade of this
were accompanied by Miss Ida grade, taking the place of Mrs. Mains gave a daringly glamourous farms.
town. She Is a graduate of War
Watts who ts to visit ln Portland. Ruth Brackett, resigned.
Mrs. Edwu.'d Ayer and daughters, ren High School and the Ballard
Miss conception of the demi-mondaiue
Mrs. Lyle W Torrey and chil Dyer is a graduate of Thomaston and was all that books describe her Dorothy and Nancy, and Mrs. Business College of Rockland.
dren, Phyllis. Weston and Carol, of Higli School and Farmington Nor as being, plus.
Mr. Smith, older son of Mr. and
Charles F. Dyer and daughters,
Fairlawn. N. J., were guests of her mal School, and has taught in
Back to reality after the alluring Nancy and Betty who have been at Mrs. Dana H. Smith Sr., was grad
stster. Mrs. Alfred M. Strout, and Cushing and in Rockland the past encounter with moonshine, mad the Young cottage. Norton Pond, uated from Warren High School
Mr. Strout, from Thursday to Sat several years.
ness and make-believe, the appre for two weeks, returned Monday to and attended the Ripon College In
urday, enroute to Clark Island
Miss Margaret Higgins of Bath ciative onlookers clapped loudly Springfield and Greenfield, Mass. Ripon. Wisconsin. He has employ
where they are spending a few days is to teach French and history in and steadily, called for Director
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Emery of Bar ment in the electrical department
with her mother, Mrs. Rose Ed the High School this year, filling I Johnson, and otherwise expressed Harbor were visitors in town Sun of the Bath Iron Works In Bath.
wards.
One of the most popular of young
the position held the past 12 years unmistakable praise. Theey, with day.
Harris Shaw cf Boston spent the by Miss Eleanor Seeber of Wood- others drawn by the increasing
Mrs. Mabel Richards, Mr. and couples in this town, they were weU
past week with hts mother, Mrs. I fords, resigned. Miss Higgins ts popularity of this troupe, will re Mrs Harry B Richards and chil remembered with wedding gifts of
Henry Shaw .and sister, Miss a graduate of Colby College and turn Friday night to see “Kind dren, Harry, Lettie and Patricia, of money, linen, dishes, and silver.
Among the out of town guests
Frances Shaw. Accompanied by for the last two years has been a Lady,” an adaptation from a work Montague City. Mass.. Mrs. Clifford
Mrs. E. P. Starrett. they 1 sited member of the faculty of Unity of the master novelist, Hugh Wal- Burkett and sons, Clifford and present were, Mr. and Mrs. Lenlast Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. High School.
Jerry, and Mrs. Rita Young and son dall Pendleton and family of WoonI pole.—By Kay
Maynard Shaw at Sebago Lake.
Ronnie, were callers Sunday at the sockett, R. I., Mr. and Mrs. Law
Miss Eleanor Corbett of Wake
home of Mrs. William S. Dyer. They rence Pendleton of Rosllndale.
were all her children, grandchil Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Gail Pollard
field. Mass., who has been visiting
Of Fairfield, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Miss Esther Achorn the past week,
dren and great-grandchildren.
was guest of honor at a dinner
An Army Recruiting Car will be Brown of Chelmsford. Mass., Mr.
at Camden Post Office all day and Mrs. Leroy Comley of Elkins
party given Saturday by Miss Olive
Rowell. The other guests were
Thursday for the purpose of inter Park. Penna., Mr. and Mrs. Law
Miss Olive Leach, of Portland, who
viewing young men Interested in rence Dunn. Miss Harriet Dunn,
enlisting and answering any ques Mr. and Mrs. Norman Whitehill,
is spending a vacation at home,
tions concerning the service. An Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Lermond, Mrs.
Miss Gwendolyn Barlow, and Miss
Army Recruiting Officer will be in Florence Gardiner of Thomaston,
Achorn.
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson, Jr.,
Mrs. Charles Gray and Mrs.
of Friendship, Mr. and Mrs. Abbott
Freeda Baker of Boston, spent the
You can tell the character of a Spear of Newton Centre, Mass.,
weekend with MLss Ardelle Maxey.
person by the way he laughs, and Mrs. Edgar Barker and Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beattie
what provokes him to laugh. Any Starrett of Union, Mr. and Mrs.
with her sister Mrs. Harold John
If you’ve declared war against some of those odds-andfool can laugh at other people's Marshall White of Brunswick, Miss
son of Los Angeles went Monday to
mishaps. Laughing at risque jokes Bessie Bowers and Elihu Larrabee
ends that are cluttering up your home, it's time to do
Arlington, Mass . to visit Mrs. Mary
denotes the lowest form of intelli of Camden.
Bunker for a week. Tlieir sons
something about it. A Courier-Gazette Want Ad will
gence and character. Laughing at
Robert and Keith are staying with
fight the battle for you—and win! It gets results fast and
A dash of catsup, lemon juice
danger denotes courage. Laughing
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis, and
very cheaply!
at superstition denotes Intelligent and minced parsley gives extra
Gilbert with Mr. and Mrs. How
progress. But the one who can pep to jellied soups. Put in place
ard Rowell in Cushing.
Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
genuinely laugh at himself displays Just when served. It adds bright
Rev. and Mrs. Donald F. Perron
true intelligence.
ness and enhances the flavor.
and sons Duane and Bruce were
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WAR

Smith-Wade Wedding

Our
Book
Corner

Free to GO
as YOU
WILL!

that’s

ELECTRIC
Cooking
FREE as the winds to go and come as you like!
Would you believe it?

But it's true!

Thousands and thousands of busy

women put their dinner in the oven, set a couple of gadgets and they're
off TO PLAY OR SHOP as they choose.

When they return dinner's

ready!
Be like other smart women and GO electricl

It's more economical, too!

Here’s the Year’s Outstanding “Buy!”
WESTINGHOUSE

‘•CHIEFTAIN”
$ Pdown

Balance Monthly
Ca»h $129.75

Installed on Our Regular Plan

CENTR
POWE

AINE
MPANY

At Any of Our Stores

THE Avr;pAGE BILL FOR ELECTRIC COOKING IS ONLY $2 PER MONTH
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Every-Other-Day

Dr. Leigh’s Daughter Entertains

This And That

OCl ETY.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Glover
and three children of Charlotte.
N. C„ are guests of Mr. Glover's
parents Mr. and Mrs. John X Snow
for a ten days visit.

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauline Ricker

Dr. and Mrs. Charles L. Cragln
and daughter. Mr.-,. Ralph Lcwln ofl
Portland and Miss Harriett Cragin’
of Rockland, Mass., were guests,!
Sunday ,of Miss Mabie A. Pillsbury, i
Ingraham Hill.

By K. 8. F.

Miss Flora Savage of the local
7
auto registration office ls spending
Mrs. Ephraim Lamb is in Knox j
her vacation in Randolph. N. H.. Hospital with a broken leg.
the guest of her anut, Mrs. Her
bert Gregory.
Miss Dorothy Harvey, vacationing
for two weeks from the insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Glen McKinney offices of Field and Cowles, Boston.
(Anna Richardsont of Washington. Ls visiting her former home on
D. C., are spending a vacation at Berkeley street, after an absence of]
their camp at Treasure Point Farm. three years.

And here comes a delightful letter
from "An Old Timer" and resident
of Brunwick on the Portland road.
"Dear Madam—A package contain
ing real pennyroyal is sent you. I
searched an old farm fleld dHigentIv
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
and have found a bed which will
Tlie largest dance cf the season iam E. Farnham, Charles Fritz, Jr.,
yield a small gathering. (Signed)
On opening that was held Saturday evening. Among and Miss Estelle Ficks
Ira A Crosman
box of delightfully fragrant penny- those entertaining were Mr. and
T. G. Miller was the luncheon
royal I was carried again In mind Mrs. Bernhard Wilmsen, Mr and guest of Mr. and Mrs. George Pinback to childhood days, and what Mrs. Howard Gould, T G. Miller, gree of Northport,
Arrivals include Michael Strange,
good times I will have when win- Mrs Thomas J Berry. Mrs. Charles
ter's clod comes with the cheer this Meyer. Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan John S. Bush. Mr. and Mrs. Dun
can R. Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs. Jules
fragrant tea gives. And I will. W. Scott
thanks to my friends, have enough i Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fritz, Jr., Aubrey. Paul Aubrey, Mr. and Mrs.
to brew for anyone who wishes a MisS Joan Ross and Richard Col- Ray McCarthy. Ferdinand D. Sannlp of this delightful herb tea.
I Uns won the favor dance.
ford of Nrw York; Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
| Winners of the kicker's tourna- William J. Thompson, Montclair;
The smallest Incorporated city ln ment were Mrs. Richard Elliott. Miss Eloise Young. Maplewood;
I u,e united States is Upland, Ark. IMrs. Iouis Freeman. William E Mrs. Lewis C. Mark. Somerville,
j Official census bureau figures for Farnham. Watson H. Caldwell. N. J.; Daniel Houseman, Philadcl1940 gave tiie population as Just four. Izuus Freeman. Winners cf thc phia, Carl E. Parry, Washing• • • •
I putting tournament were Mrs. Wil- ton. D C.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Burleigh
Mrs. Frances Wilson of Bangor
of Philadelphia arrived Saturday visited friends in this city Sunday.
to be guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry A. Buffum.
I Mrs. Henry Rueter returns today
I to Boston, after being the guest of
Capt. and Mrs. Woodbury Snow Mr. and Mrs. J. Fr»d Knight and
were hosts Sunday to a party at of Mrs. ETmer S. Bird.
their Matinic island home, the
trip being made ln Capt. Snow's
Miss Priscilla G. Powers of Port- j L
“Commuter.'' Guests were MLss Lil land is the guest of Miss Barbara I
ian Baker. Miss Emma Wellington, Derry for several days
Miss Annie M. Frost, Arthur
Sandra Leigh, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Donald T. Leigh, celebrated her second birthday anniverary Friday
Baker. Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Blais
Mr. and Mrs. Frari; Horeyseck afternoon. Those present were: Left to right. Rhea Ga-dner. Sandra Leigh hostess, Carole Clarke, Nancy Post,
dell and Mr. and Mrs. Osear Dun and son Paul were weekend guests Danny Soule, Patricia Sweeney, Lena Hayes. The (wests had balloons for favors and were served refreshments.
- -Blackinton Photo.
ean. Picnic dinner was enjoyed and of Mrs. Horeyseck's parents, Mr.
the menfolks made a side trip for and Mrs. Elmer Voter in Phillips.
A senior at Edward Little High
fishing.
R.chard Princappa ct New York
Miss Catherine Wynne of Phila
LEO-PALMA
School lands a $10 award for having DF.AN-GATTI
Mr. ind Mrs. A. F Russell and Mr. delphia is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 's visiting Robert W. Brackett, and I
John Leo, son of the late Frank
made the most progress during four
In a pretty Summer wedding,
Miss Alice Fuller is the guest and Mrs. Robert P. Russell and Gregory Wynne, Park street.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Brackett, I The Summer meeting of Daugh years in the school orchestra, the j Miss Anita Eleanor Gatti was mnr- Leo and Paula Leo of Rockland
this week of Miss Edith Bicknell daughter Gretchen of Warren were
77 North Main street.
ters of the Founders and Patriots band and the chorus camp at Cas- ried to Otis A. Dean of Camden and Marie Palma, daughter of Mr.
at her Norton's Pond cottage.
in Canton Sunday to attend a tamMiss Mary E. Langan of Boston,
of
America was held Saturday at tine and he was given a pin for Friday night, at St. Bernard's Rcc- and Mrs. Michael Palma of New
tly reunion.
who has been vacationing with Mary
A jolly gathering at Mrs. E. F
membershlp. Put music Into the tory. Rev. Fr. John Cummings of- York were married Sunday night
Chapin Class is invited. Friday
| at 7 o'clock, at St. Bernard's CathoKanaly at Bcothbay Harbor is Barters home Sunday celebrated "Shoreland." the Summer home of hearts if the young and when they flclating.
night to attend a picnic supper at
Charles H. Cables, wife and daugh spending this week here, guest of | the birthday of Freeman Peaslee Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard,
The bride was charmingly at 11c rectory. The ceremony was
grow to be leading citizens they will
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ter of New London, Conn., are
her cousin, Mrs. Raymond Duff, and the home coming of Mrs. preceded by luncheon at Witham's honor their community.
tired in dusty rose chiffon redingote performed by Rev. Fr. James Sav
T. Smalley at Megunticook Lake.
guests of Mrs. Mary E. Wood, 21 Masonic street.
• • • •
William Flanagan (formerly Clara lobster pound. A brief business
with white accessories and corsage age
Birch street, for the week.
Amo) Present were Mrs. Nellie
Tlie maid of honor was Matilda
Hint—Don't forget when you arc of pink roses and white sweet peas.
Weekend guests of Commander
meeting was held, and the next
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Rice ar.d
at ycur jelly making that quick Miss Doris Gatti. the bride's young Leo. sister of the groom, and Mich
and Mrs. Carl Snow at Treasure
Mr. and Mrs. Ardie Johnson, son two sons of Cumberland Mills were | Everett cf Waltham. Mass., Mrs. meeting will be held in October.
Flanagan of Detroit, Mich., her
boiling is far better than slow and er sister, was maid ot honor, and ael Leo, brother of thc groom, was
Point Farm were Miss Eleanor Richard. Mrs. Guy Lord and
Members and guests attending
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. ' grandson Richard of New York.
j you are that mucli sooner through wore a gown of shell pink crepe best man.
Snow of Bluehill. Miss Dorothy daughter Charlotte and Samuel
Francis Harden.
I Miss Lucile Dyer of Islesboro, Hom- were Mrs. Oscar Look, president, your task.
with white accessories and should
The bride wore a teal blue crepe
Snow of Augusta and William i Norwood spent Sunday at Old Or
cr Oconers of New York. Mr. and and Mrs. Edward Mansfield, vice
er bouquet of roses und sweet peas. dress with wine accessories and
Rounds of Portland. Mrs. Alice chard Beach.
Mrs. Charles Cuthbertson nnd Mrs Aubrey Clark and daughter - president, both of Jonesport; Mrs.
There were 55 yachts ln Northeast "Thomas S. Lawson was best man. wore a corsage of American beauty
W. Rice, who was their guest last
daughters Neva and Patsy are cf Camden, Mr. and Mrs George Oliver l. Hall, registrar, and daughA reception lor relatives and in ' rases. The maid of honor was
Harbor for the races of Aug. 9. It
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell and spending the week in Boston.
week, has returned to Schenectady,
Brackett and son Ribcrt of Rock- tPr Miss Miriam Hall of Hampden; was a grand sight indeed, and are timate friends followed at the dressed in navy blue with white
daughter Barbara and son Charles
N. Y.
accessories and wore a corsage of
land, Mr. Peaslee and Mrs. Barter.
attended the Blaisdell reunion
The Monday Niters held their Picnic lunch was served. Mr. Pcas- Pro'essor nad Mrs. J H. Huddilston people happy to have this life on homP of the bride s Parents. The mixed sweet peas.
of Orono. Mrs. Edward P. Olover, the ocean wave again with the hope d*ning room was- decorated witli
Miss Martha Wasg
of Cham Thursday at The Weirs. N. H.
second outing of the season last lee received mar.y nice gifts.
A reception at the home of the
icut flowers’ and lhe lable *“» arMrs H. P. Blodgett, historian; Mrs. for more and more.
bersburg. Penn., who has been at
„
.
„
.
night at the Lobster Buoy. Ash
•
•
•
•
I
tistically
arranged
with
a
cengroom
followed the ceremony. The
J.
N.
Southard,
Mrs.
Euretta
tending Columbia University SumMrs. Lou Cook is enjoying a . pojnt
Members attending were
Who ha? the tallest hollyhock in terpiece of white dalhias. sweet , house was attractively decorated
Mrs. Nina Tillson Day of Du Annatoyne. Mrs. Louise Broadwell
mer school, is enjoying a vacation [ week's vacation from Cutler's and Mrs Arthur Bowley Mrs Cecil
and Mrs. Wesley Was- I is spending a few days as guest of Murphy. Mrs. Clarence Knowlton, buque, Iowa is the guest of Mr. of New York and Miss Esther the city? Someone has boasted one peas, babies breath and maiden- ■ with garden flowers. In the re
ten feet tall.
I balr *ern' Hanked by white tapers , ceivlng line were the bride and
gatt and Miss Mary Wasgatt, at ' her daughter. Mrs. Elmer Decrow i M “scores? HaUh“ Mr? J?hn MUlT an“ Mrs WUliftm T' Whlte'
j Brown of Cleveland. Ohio
• • • •
in silver candlesticks. Buffet lunch- j groom, their mothers, the maid of
-----------------their new cottage at Crawford Lake. In Bar Harbor.
! Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs. Austin avenue.
II. LESLIE HAMILTON
Think on this: Tampico. Mexico, eon was served, the bride cutting honor andtwo sisters of the groom,
. j
... .
. „ . I Huntley. Mrs. O. B. Brown and
Hurvey Leslie Hamilton died at proposes shipping fresh oysters into two beautiful wedding cakes. Mrs Mrs. Diego I ombado and Mrs.
Tlie Misses Eloulse Law. Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Thomson
A delightful supper party Sunday
Frpd vinal Adjournment
. Dante Oattl and Miss Florena Fer- Charles Lieozza.
Bowley, Eileen Beach and Jean night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. was made to Miss Hylet's home, and son Frederick of East Brain his home. 35 Camden street Satur- the United States.
Rc reshments were served in
• • • •
I rero poured, with Miss Octavia
Calderwood were hostess' Thursday j Donald H. Fuller complimented Mr. where bcanQ was enjoyed
tree spent the weekend with Mrs. day night, aged 63 years. He had I
With a crop of potatoes that may Ferrero, MissRose Dclmonico and buffet style with Miss Vita Iximbanight at a barn dance, at the Law and Mrs. Richard Dougherty ef
_____
Eugene Frost of 158 North Main been in gradually failing health for
some time. He was a son of Dan- 1 exceed 45,000.000 bushels this year, Mrs. Thomas S. Lawson serving do and Pauline Leo assisting.
home on Talbot avenue. Yellow White Plains. N. Y.. who are guests I Mr and Mrs Manford Garland street.
Mr. Leo is employed at Hopkins
del and Anna (Eaton) Hamilton. He Maine should not go hungry this Mrs. Alma Dow and Mrs. John
crepe paper curtains and bunches of Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn. Guests and daughter Katherine Joan of
of goldenrod were used as decora were Mrs. Sanborn, Helmut Baer- Camden spent the weekend with
Miss Nettie Clark has taken an followed the sea for a number of winter and the State could feed a Welch hadcharge of the guest garage.
They will have apartments on
I book.
tions, and refreshments were waeld of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. jjrs Garlands parents, Mr. and apartment at the residence of Mr. years. After retiring from the sea,j lot of others, too.
he
was
employed
by
the
Telephone
j
•
,
•
•
|
The
bride
s
mother
was
becomingi
Wairen
street
served. Guests were the Misses Charles H. Berry. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mrs Guy Lord
and Mrs. Thomas Foley, for the
Company in Rockland and in > William A. Runnells must have ly gowned in delft blue, with |
Lucille Stanley, Dorothy Trask. E. Trecartin, Mrs. Damie R. Gard
remainder of the Summer.
Bloomiield, N J. where he resid- Ihad time during his long confine- matching hat, and acorsage of
Miss Christol Cameron and Mrs.
Ruth Seabury, Ruth Wotton, Vera ner, Mrs. Alice Washburn of GlenMrs. Clara Flanagan of Detroit,
Rev. Bpnjamin P. Erowne and ed for 29 years. On account of ment in the hospital to check up a sweetheart roses and ?weet peas, Helen Knowlton were dinner guests
Payson, Dorothy Peterson, Zilda mere, Miss Lotte McLaughlin, Miss Mich., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
°n the $157,000 shortage in his The bridegrooms mother was in ot Mrs. Maud Simpson on North
Skotnick. Betty Beach, and Wil Christine Norwood and Miss Bertha Sarah L. Brackett, 77 Nortli Main family are leaving today for their falling health he moved back to
home in Holyoke, Mass.'Benjamin j Rockland three years ago.
j accounts handled Is he or ls he navy and white, with white acces- Haven. Sunday.
liam East, Ernest Dondis. Herbert Luce. Later in the evening, a street.
Jr„ Is soon to enter Duke College
He was married Oct. 1, 1900. to no^ ts the question
l lories and a matching corsage.
Ellingwood. Walter Butler, Philip musicals was given at Mrs. San
Miss Rhoda H. Sprague, who sur-1
• • • •
I The newly married couple left | Miss Florence Keywood. E rook French, William Hopkins. John born's home, the musicians present
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Rising and in North Carolina.
------I vives him, and her many friendsI And was 11 not Sam'"'1 I'over wh0 on a wedldng trip to an unan- | line. Ma
Munsey, Donald Rossnagle, John contributing to the pleasure of the daughter Linda of Cambridge. Mass,
Oeorge Whelplev, Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas MacColl extend their sympathy to her, said, ('Circumstances are the rulers nounced destination, and after ton. Mass.; and Mr. and Mrs.
Flint. Bradford Ames, Milton Ro guests, with vocal duets and solos. spent the weekend with Mr. and
barts. Miles Sawyer and Charles Miss McLaughlin sang several selec Mrs. Harry Rising. Purchase street. Huston of Portland were overnight knowing how tenderly she cared for of the weak. They are but the in- sept. 1, will be at home in their Robert Bailey, Fitchburg. Mass.,
struments of the wise."
I apartment at 33 Elm street. Cam- were weekend guests of H. Ernest
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. him all through his sickness.
Huntley. Mrs. David S. Beach and tions, also Mr. Baewaeld. Mrs. San
* * * *
den. The bride's traveling dress Keywood and were also enter
Mrs. Clinton J. Bowley were chap born aqpompanied on the piano, and
Mr and Mrs. Stewart Shanks and John O. Stevens, having ccme to
He was a member of the Bloom
Now must there be pages of argu- was navy and wpite
erones. •
Miss Luce on the violin.
I daughter Ethel of Millinocket arc see their new twin grandsons, field Baptist Church, and the Gen.
tained by Miss Lucille V. Sanders.
out of town guests were Mr, and
' occupying the G. E Moody cottage born Aug. 15 to Mr. and Mrs. Ells U. 6. Grant Council, Junior Order ment for and against Mrs. Earl
Mrs. Fred Dean. Mrs. Raymond
worth T. Rundlett at Knox Hos United American Mechanics of Jer Browder?
Miss Emma L. Qoergen. Miss Eva
' at Ashmere for a week.
'Mayhew, and son Dean Mayhew, L Schoenbein, Mrs Ernest U.
pital.
sey City, N. J. Funeral services
The Maine Chapter of the Amen- Mr and Mrs warren prjnce_ Nor- Weirick and Miss Ella Welrlck are
Misses Beverly Bowden and
will be held at the residence, 35
GRAPHIC S
p- ,THREE SENSATIONAL
Mrs. Choris Jenkins and Miss Camden street at 2 p. m . today, p
Helene Carnes wire co-hostesses at
iu '”a Patten' °rmond Fog’’' Mr a,,d m'’klpK lheir a™ual visit at
—by
u.„...
z- A.
. ..
—._- 1 Portland recently, opened a.l its Mrs
croskelt. f ee Bart- Cooper s Beach, occupying the Cula ccmbination scavenger hunt and Mina Jerkins have returned from ronducted
Rev. C.
Marstaller.
DARING
shower given in honor of Mrs. Don a visit in Jonesport.
pastor of the Littlcfieid Memorial concerts to the public, a grand ges- iett. Mrs Lydia inman> a|| 0[ cam- len cottage. Miss Schoenbein is
ald Saunders (Barbara Phiibrook)
Church. Interment at Sea View ture, and one wishes it were pos- den James Lynch and Charles treasurer of the New Haven ProTHEATRE
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie and Miss I Cemetery, where committal serv- sil)'e f°r more of tbp music lovers Mellerup of Cambridge, Mass.. Wai- ( gresslve Building & Loan AssociaDAYS
Cimden
id 25T9
| Sunday night. The winning couple
1 of Rockland to attend. Tliis city ]acP Crawford of Bangor. Mr. and tion.
of the hunt were Miss Jessie Olds Katherine Veazie ‘ were guests of ices will be held.
has several earnest students of the Mrs. Njchoias Anzalone of ThomMr. and Mrs. Milton W. Weymouth
and
Herbert
Gregory.
The
old
suWednesday, Thursday, Friday, August 21, 22, 23
organ as well as excellent organists aston an(, Mrs John c Farber of
Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr., who re
l perstitlon of tying the string to- in Biddeford Sunday.
: CHARLES R. COOMBS
,
. who give to the church-going public pjew York citv
cently entertained Representative
' gether from the bride's present to
Dean is the daughter of Mr Margaret Chase Smith at her home
Patrolman Carl A. Christofferson . Jl art resTde^dled UhuTotS ' WeU plann(d #nd h‘’th'y RppreciatPd 1
find cut who would be the next and
family are visiting Mrs. Chris- ^“^ JX'd Re mont last £ davI music each Sabbath The mUsiC and Mrs
148 Broad- on W llcw street, received the fol
bride was carried out and Miss
tofferson s mother, Mrs. Carrie |
«h«Hd
and
almost
always is of the way. she graduated from Rod- low ng gracious acknowledgment’
Bowden was the winner getting the Mank ln Union this week.
a“er he’edrie^ business'man’in BH- high*St re,ig‘°US character that land High School in 1932 and in "I have talked many times of the
end of the string, with Miss Olds
------!
,
» buslness man in Bel | greatly augments the devotions of i936 from Gorham Normal School delicious supper my sister and
a close second. Games were Played
Mrs. Kenneth Ives of Reading. fast, in point of continuous service, I th h
I had at your home and your
and refreshments were served? Mrs.
....
Ip ubcr h*
™ "
*
Mass., is the guest of her parents, having been a funeral director fori
the Crescent street kindness in serving us after everySaunders’ gifts were hidden and she
the
past
58
years.
He
was
born
in
|
Hint
—
If
you
should
put
your
ans{
.|
1Of
j
Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Ames, Ma
Hint—If you should put your an
is thc son of
eb;e had finished. I also aphad to hunt for them. Thc guest
BelfastUniww
MarchH 20 186^' tde---------Mr Dean
tinicus. She was accompanied by Pant
Yp * 1 gora sweaU‘rs in the !cPbox for
Mr.' and Mrs.
Fred Dean of Cam- i predated the opportunity to meet
couples were Mr. and Mrs. Saun
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Q. Ives and dlrtonrSom£ He Xnriert Be? , nlght’ they Wl“ ReaSe fr°m sh*Wlng d*n. a»d i» a graduate of Camden and talk with your friends and our
ders, Herbert Gregory and Miss
"d^,? ? and your n0Y. W0Uld not reqU e S0 . High School and of Oxford Busl- fellow members of the Woman's
daughter Lois who have also been f?t
Laura Myrick, Miss Helene Carnes
fast schools, and also schools in constant rubbing
their guests for a few days.
ness School of Cambridge. Mass. [ Educational Club. I hope to have
and Stephen Kirkpatrick. Muss Bev
Plymouth, England, and Bryant and |
• «
He was formerly employed in a ' this opportunity again."
erly Bowden and Donald Simmons.
Stratton
’
s
business
college
in
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward O. Lud
Boats on Lake Michigan do not bank in Cambridge, ar.d ls now i--------------------------------------------------------------------Miss Jessie Olds and Herbert Lewis wig announce thc engagement of
He was a former mayor of Belfast, have to be scraped for barnacles. In associatcd wlLh hls fathei In busiand Miss Alice Barton.
their daughter Ethel Bernice Lud past eminent commander of Pales other words these little fellows like
wig of Hope to Gordon Scruton of tine Commandery, Knights Templar, salt water.
Lincolnville. Miss Ludwig is a and all its affiliated bodies; a mem
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Knott C.
Wednesday-Thursday
graduate of Appleton High School ber of Anah Temple, Bangor; past
Watch the sunsets! They arc
and is at present employed at the noble grand of Waldo Lodge of Odd rPany curtains of crimson flaming
?
P38-52T
Samoset as beautician. Mr. Scru Ta'^Pha8 haSt
ident °f
dP'f hl«h' and fade away as the *0,den daughter Dorethy and ' Nancy‘of
|_yrs.oldj
< ANF WKQ
ton is a graduate of Camden High fast Chamber of Commerce, and of moon comes
eve- «
..............
..
.
comes to
to welcome
welcome the
the eve
Springfield, Mass.; Mrs. Harry R
School and is employed with the the Belfast Lions Club. He was a ning star.
ire yc
Richards, chi'drcn, Letitia, Harry,
• • • •
local Telephone Company. No date member of the First Church and as
ting moody, emoky and NERVOUS?
Jr.
and
Pat;
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Dyer,
Do
you
fear
hot
flashes,
weakening
has been set for the wedding.
sociated with many fraternal or
"Daddy, who was the smartest in
dizzy spells? THEN LISTEN:
daughters Nancy and Elizabeth of
ganizations.
ventor you ever heard of?"
These symptoms often result from
Orcenficld, Mass; Mrs. Avard
Just arrived at Vesper A. Leach,
Only a few months ago he cele
"Well, son, I guess you might put
female functional disorders. So start
Rlchan
of
Auburn.
Ouests
for
tliis
todav
and take reliable Lydia E.
colorful spun-rayon washable drtss- brated his 58th year in the under- Thomas Edison about first. He in
Plnkham'sVegetableCompound For
les value $1.98 to be sold for $1 taking business, and the opening of vented thc phonograph, then the week are Master Willard C. Rlchan
over«0yrs. Plnktiam'sCompound has
helped thousands of grateful women
Sizes 14 to 20. Limited supply.— his new chapel on Main street when radio which makes us stay up all and Mr. and Mrs. John P. Webster
during difficult days. Plnkham's has
of Fair Haven Mass.
'adv.
thousands of people from all over hours of the nights, thus using the
helped calm unstrung nerves and
lessen distress due to annoying
Waldo Ccunty and elsewhere at- electric light bulbs which he also
female functional "Irregularities."
Mrs. Harriet Devens Paul of Bos
tended. He resided at 29 Northport invented."
Plnkham's Compound ls WORTH
ton is visiting Mrs. Ella P. Grimes
TRYING I
avenue, but spent much of the sum- I
...»
Today and Wednesday
mers at his cottage.
| Forty-five minutes is all it takes for the week at Crescent Beach.
JEFFREY LYNN
Besides his wife he is survived by to fly from Boston to Rockland oi
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS
BRENDA MARSHALL
one son, Horace M. (Coombs; and one other way around if Adriel Bird is
LM
daughter, Mrs. Alice Coombs Mor- your pilot.
I gan, both of Belfast; and by one
ANNOUNCING
Western civilization is dependent
grandson, Robert N. Morgan.
on England for liumanitarianism
Our Annual Display and Sale of
Rosmond Sullivan and two chil and England must win this war If
dren Arthur and David visited Sun this country Ls to survive as a Chris
day at North Haven, WiUiam Ames tian nation or even as a civilized
accompanied them. While there people.
THURSDAY
they enjoyed a wienie roast on
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
Do not forget the Public Landing
the beach and a swim.
is a place full of life and interest.
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
Mrs. Eugene Frost, son Sherwood An afternoon there is worthwhile,
and E. R. K. White, Mattapan. watching the different craft plying
$1
Mass., are spending several days in i in and out of the glorious harbor.
NOW PLAYING
with
"I LOVE YOU AGAIN”
Houlton as guests of Mr. and Mrs,
LAURENCE OLIVIER
Brick sidewalks are not common
WM. POWELL, MYRNA LOY
Leland Lycette.
JOAN FONTAINE
FURRIERS
today in the new places, and why?
TONIGHT—SIX BIG ATTRACTIONS
Note: Evening Shows at 6.15, 8.43.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hart of Mal Are they not satisfactory? They
CLOTH
COATS
BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
The Bumsteads in “Blondie Has Servant Trouble”
den Mass., were dinner guests certainly are wet things to walk on
16 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540
“The Monroe Doctrine” "Hare and the Hounds”
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs John O. ! ln rainy weather and dry much
SI
evens,
enroute
to
their
Sumnrr
slower
than
the
new
types
of
sideParamount News Cartoon Cash Nite $290
89-tf
iiome in Sunset,
walks,

Met At “Shoreland”

C OMIQUt

:m«ge:

Tl

HOW TO ,
TAKE A BATH

“MONEY and
the WOMAN”

Inner Secrets of Milady 's
1 Boud io r Daringly Revealec

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS

“REBECCA”

FIRST TIME SHOWN

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Strand^.
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Washington Today
As Contrasted With the
Capital Which Rockland
Boy Knew 22 Years Ago

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 20,1940

Thirty-One There
Class Of'01 Has Reunion
At “Trails End"—Stands
Pat On Officers

Safe-T-Meter Here
Will Be In This City
Monday—An Alert
Driving Test

“It’s Your^Move” Said Broughton

Camp Tanglewood
Another Hapnv Season
Comes To a Close With
Parents’ Day

A Thousand Noses
Belonged To Seals, and
Earned Bounties, But Ho
More Bounty Money

Camp Tanglewood which has been
Due to the exhaustion of funds
The class of 1901, Rockland High
Rockland motorists will have an I
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
enjoying
a delightful six weeks* payment of bounties on seals by the
School,
held
its
fourth
reunion
opportunity to test here Monday,;
All of us have read of Rip Van
! session in the Camden hills, closed i Department of Sea and Shore FishWinkle and his sleep, but. to ex- Thursday night at Trails End An j Aug 26 on a specially constructed .
Safe-T-Meter, their 'brake reflex"
I Sunday with a new feature—Par- I eries will be discontinued at once.
perience a similiar feeling is un- ; excellent shore dinner was served.
. Commissioner Arthur R. Oreenleaf
time and their alertness and reac
usual. However it is 22 years ago Members and guests present num
ents* Day. The camp was filled to announces He sald that aIthoURh
tion time to motoring emergencies.
this Spring I resigned from the bered 31. Of the 25 living members
capacity during the entire season Legislature put the bounty into efSeated in a driving compartment,
government service and left Wash
Many were turned away.
1 feet it failed to provide additional
complete with seat, steering wheel, I
of
the
class
13
were
in
attendance.
ington. Returning,' I have been
clutch, brake, acceleratoor and
Parents' Day proved thoroughly m°hey for this purpose with the reThe
(president,
Frank
M
Tib

amazed at the changes I have seen
, ,
_Tanglewood
_ j _________
_
suit
the
department
found
dashboard, the testee—the one tak-1
successful.
campers
.
,
. . it
here The city then had a popu betts presided at the business meet
necessary to make payments from
ing the test—will have the allusion
lation of about 350.000. Today it ing and acted as toastmaster. The cf actually driving. Upon the
come from such far-flung points ,|lf reg.,iar appropriation. Continuis over 703.030. and still growing.
that directors regretted that all oar- ation of the program for the resame offleers were elected—Presi-1 transparent windshield in front of
Practically the only industry in dent, Frank M. Tibbetfs; vice presi-| the testee will be projected, by the
ents were not able to see the camp- malnder of the year would result in
Washington is the government serv
curtailment of other important condent, William McDougal: secretary- 1 means of a full color motion pic-l
ers at work and play.
ice. and if prices are any indica
_ ,
,
. , v.
servation and propagation activities,
treasurer. Mrs. Susie Morey.
] ture. one of five accident sequences
The day was planned to show as
w
tion. the industry of those who live
Miss Anna Coughlin, a former The time, measured in tenths of a
or thrive off of the government
much as possible of the camp pro- Although all claims have not been
teacher and special guest was the ; second, between the occurrence of
clerks. Washington is considered
j gram, opening with a swimming ex- received. Greenleaf states that they
first speaker. She said she attends 1 the emergney on th screen and the
the highest priced city ln the
hibit in mid-morning. Prominent wiU probably run well ahead of last
all class reunions unless two fall application of the brake will be regUnited States.
in this were the Junior life-savers, year ro date more than 1000 have
1 on the same evening, as has been I istered on a ticket which is given
Only a few of the old landmarks the case. Her remarks, as always. I the testee.
who received their badges at this reached the department. The Hanremain, such as the White House. were received with much applause ( The Safe-T-Meter, a unit of the
time: Marilyn Richardson and Al- cock Counts kill was the largest
Treasury Department
Building.
wyn Richardson. Newark. Del.; with Washington and 'Cumberland
A request 'for some of her poems ; Shell Safety Squadron which has
State, War and Navy Building.
Elizabeth Wvman, Milbridge; Jen- running close seconds.
was made. She recited“Muscle, been
loaned to the police departWashington Monument. Smithson
nice French, Camden; Donna Gor
In order to claim bounty those
Ridge" and other poems. Writing ment by the local dealers of the
ian Institution, the Congressional
man, Guilford; Mary Buker, Pltts- who kill seals must submit the nose
verses, she said, was one of her Shell Oil Company. Incorporated,
Library, and of course the Capitol.
; field; and Frances Carey, Brooklyn, of the animals to town clerks or the
hobbles, in place of knitting or is housed ln a covered booth, ap—Photos by Robert Hills.
Pennsylvania avenue is still there,
| N. Y. These girls demonstrated the department. Payment is made at
some like occupation.
proximately 3 by 8 feet.
but lt ls no longer the historical
E various approaches, carries, and the rate of one dollar per seal.
In Saturday's issue of The Cou
Ralph L Wiggin, another popuTlie method and procedure for
avenue of inaugural parades.
| ( breaks.
1 lar teacher, gave interesting • re- ’ testing the alertness and reaction rier-Gazette appeared a whimsical
In the Congressional Library
but altogether veracious story of
Diving and swimming by the eon was served in the spacious din
marks and Miss Harriet Long an time of drivers to emergencies is
there used to be a plan of the
the ancient Scuth Cushing school11 juniors, form strokes and fancy
account of her teaching activities as follows: when the testee is in
ing hall, featuring ham and icc
model city of Washington. At that
house which was bought by Philip
?■ diving by the seniors completed the
v j girls' last swim in Duck Trap cream, with the camp song bringing
time. 22 years ago. it was thought from 1902. when she left Rockland the booth, he will
Broughton, of New York, "an occa
1. Stgrt the action of the moan end to the day's activltiy and the
an ambitious dream. Today it is High School, to 1928. when she resional writer of songs and yarns,"
'* stream. Only five girls were still 1940 camp season.
approaching reality. Washington tired to her home in Tenants Har- ticn picture and set the test intc who converted it into an eminently
|
non-swimmers,
but
these
were
the
Camp Tanglewood's final council
ls fast becoming, if lt is not al bor. This Included two enjoyable motion by applying his foot to the respectable and attractive looking
younger juniors or girls unable ta
i years spent ln France
accelerator.
fire was held Saturday night. A full
ready. the most beautiful city ln
Summer home.
be
in
the
water.
Telegrams and letters from for2. The accelerator will control
moon shone above the circle of firs
the world. And well it should be
Exercising the prerogative which
After the waterfront exhibition
and birches in the deep woods as
as it is the capitol of the most mer teachers and classmates were the rate of speed of the car in the is supposed to be the exclusive pro
and serving of ice cold milk and
read: From James E Rhodes, Oer- motion picture.
counselors came through the forest
beautiful and most wonderful na
perty of the feminine sex Mr
hot doughnuts to the parents and
j
trude
Usley
Padelford.
Perley
Ames
3
At
a
certain
point
in
the
film
paths with lighted torches. A tom
tion in the world.
Broughton changed his mind after
girls
by
the
camp
chef,
“
Mr.
Bob,*'
.v. Jennie Allen Wilson, Mabel Erskine an emergency will become evident.
: ,.
.
. . . , . ,.
tom far away beat out the rhythm
The new buildings show the _ , .
_
'
...
. ...
.
.. ,
partaking of a steady vista of alder
I all began the long trek to the Chapel for a fire dance by Faith Shesong.
Fletcher.
Grace
Green
Shaw
and
At
this
point
the
automatic
tuning
'
modern trend in architecture, run
bushes and concluded to move the
of the Pines, a walk of some dis
device will start.
Roberta Smith. Elizabeth Emery,
ning to greater simplicity, and Abbie Bird Lightfoot,
building to a distant eminence
tance over well layed paths through and Anne Hanson, and their torches
Mrs.
Eva
White
McCocmbs,
a
4
The
reaction
of
the
driver
and
plainer in design. Pennsylvania
where he would be able to get a
the deep wood s
of the class cf 1901 came lhe speed with which he applies the ",'i™
77"
lighted the great fire piled high ns
avenue has given place to Consti member
. r,
j .
.
,
, .
v ,
u
. .
-i- glimpse of enemv craft, or at leas,
Here the regular Sunday worship counselor after counselor added her
to
Rockland
from
her
home
m
Los
brake
will
be
measured
for
as
the
.
.
.
.
.
.
.,
,,
tution avenue as the avenue of in
was
held.
The
choir
of
28
senior
torch to the flames.
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